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AB STRÀCT

Elk (Cervus elaphus) and moose (elces alces) are native
to the area of Prince Àlbert National park (pANp). The

clearing of land for homesteads and hun!ing by set.tlers
caused locaI declines, particularly in e1k abundance. With

the establishment of PÀNP, abundance increased due to lhe

effects of protection, predator control and landscape

management practices. EIk numbers declined gradually after
reaching a peak in the mid-to-late 1950's. The decline was

probably due to the combined effects of the cessation of

management practices designed to enhance e1k abundance, an

e1k slaughter and the conversion of reportedly excellent elk
habitat into a community pasture. Etk abundance appears to
have declined abruptly since the 1976-1977 winter.
Mortaì.ity data show that at least a portion of the decline
may be attributed to hunting. EIk abundance is currently at
an hi stor ic low level.

Moose abundance appears to have declined gradually from

an apparent peak in the nid-to-Iate 'f 950's, although the

evidence for a decline in ¡noose abundance is not as singular
as is the case for elk. The PÀNP moose population is not

subject to the same magnitude of harvest pressure as the elk
populat ion.



Aerial survey results from 1968-1985 were analyzed.

Variation in survey methods and survey conditions
unnecessarily clouded the conclusions drawn from comparisons

among surveys. The absence of a long-term survey strategy
created wide gaps between some survey years. Suih gaps made

it impossible to guantify the impacts of various mortality
factors on e1k and moose abundance. EIk aggregation

behavior and an inadequate sampling intensíty employed in
most surveys (25% of park area) caused confidence intervals
for elk abundance estimates to be too wide for management

needs. The precision of moose abundance estimates !¡as

acceptable for management purposes. Trend line analysis
suggested an annual rate of decLine of 8% for elk and 5% for
moo se .

Options for monitoring etk and moose populations were

presented ranging from an annual systematic transect survey

of approximately 50% of the park area (102 transects) to an

annual stratified survey. A frequency of one survey per

year was recommended due to the need for a regular program

of monitoring which wouLd be sensitive to yearly changes in
regulating factors such as hunting mortality, weather

severity, and predation.

An additional recommendation is that managers recognize

the inportance of the declinè in elk abundance relative to
the natural area represented by pÀNp and repriorize e1k

management v¡ithin the park Conservation plan.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCT I ON

BÀCKGROUND

Canada's national parks exist for the purpose of

"perpetuating an environment essentially unaltered by human

activity" (Parks Canada 1980). The management goal which

has been adopted for Prince Albert National park (pÀNp) is
"to ensure the perpetuation of naturally evoJ.ving land and

water environments and their associated species (parks

Canada 1980 a). Natural factors such as predation, disease,

weather severity and the availability of food, rather than

anthropogenic factors, must largely regulate the abundance

of wildlife in a national park. The goal which resource

managers seek to achieve in a national park is a state known

as natural regulation of populations,

Elk (Çervus elaphus) and ¡noose (alces alces) are native
to the area of PÀNP. Dyck (1977) noted that both elk and

moose were important components of the diet of Indians in

the Northern Plains and Parkland in what is now

Saskatchewan. The explorer Anthony Hendy reportedly ate e1k

in 1754 during his travels along the North and South

Saskatchewan Rivers (Oyck 1977) and Henry Kelsey reported



that he ate moose during his travels of 1690-'1 in the sarne

area (willans 1955). More specifically, Hudson Bay Company

Journals (Johnson 1967) from Carleton House, approximately

70 km west of present day Prince Albert, indicate that elk
neat was an important source of food when bison meat nas not

available. Reports f rorn Dominion Lands surveyors iirdicate
that e1k lrere present in the southeastern corner of pANp

(Morrier 1911) and that moose were found in the northwestern

corner (St. Cyr '1 910), the southwestern corner (Montgomery

191 1 ) and the southeastern corner (Morrier 191 1 ) .

The elk of PANP have been identified as E.g. manitobensis

by Soper (1949). Bryant and Maser (1982) estimated that
9500 C.e. manitobensis remain on the continent. Elk once

ranged the entire province of Saskatchewan south of Lake

Àthabasca (Richards and Fung 1969) but their distribution is
now limited to a narror¡ band through the centre of the

province and to one sma1l pocket in each of southwestern and

southeastern SaskatcheÌran. Bryant and Maser (1982)

estimated the cornbined population of Q.q. manitobensis and

C.g. nel-soni in Saskatchenan to number 2000 individuaLs.
The elk population of PÀNP is important because it can

potentially represent the naturaL condition of a subspecies

which has probably declined markedly from pre-settLement

level s .

EIk and moose in PANP have been subject to the influence
of human activity since thè onset of settlernent in Central

-2-



Saskatchewan. Hunting, predator control and habitat change

are some exampJ.es of human activities which have influenced

moose and eIk populations in PANP. Park managers are nov

faced with the task of reducing the extent of human impacts

and encouraging the restoration of natural- controls upon a

system which has endured over sixty years of human

influence. This practicum represents a step in that
process. It includes an assessment of the historic and

present status of moose and elk in PÀNP, an interpretation
of trends in abundance and an assessment of the current
monitoring program with recommendations for continued

monitoring.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The maintenance of naturally regulated populations of elk
and moose in PANP is a goal ra'hich is solidly based in
Environment Canada, Parks policy. However, historic records

shor,¡ that e1k and moose populations in PÀNp have been

subject to continued unnatural influence since the arrival
of European settlers in the area of the park. The retative
impacts of natural and unnatural reguJ.ating factors upon eIk

and moose populations in PÀNP have not been described

previous to thi s report.

Hunting is a factor known to act upon the ¡noose and elk
populations of PÀNP. Hunting seasons adjacent to the

boundary of PÀNP are regulated by the Province of



Saskatchewan and thus management of PANP elk and moose

populations is a shared responsibility. Although the

agencies which share that responsibility do not share

idenLical management objectives for eIk and moose, rational
management can proceed if decisions are based upon a sound

monitoring program.

The Interim Park Conservation PIan (Ànions et aI. 1986)

for PANP ranked the maintenance of an indigenous elk
population in a natural state as an issue of moderate

priority. The plan targeted the development of a

cooperative elk management strategy between Environment

Canada, Parks and the Saskatchewan Department of parks and

Rene!¡able Resources (ppnn) as a project goal. The need for
such a strategy was underscored by the results of the 1984

hunting season when Licenced hunters killed 145 elk adjacent

to PÀNP's boundaries (Ewert and Collingwood 1985). Àeria1

surveys estimated eLk abundance to number 496 at the time.
The foundation for a cooperative management strategy may

prove to be accurate monitoring and analysis of the stätus
of elk in PÀNP.

The most recent aerial- survey data. (Collingwood et al.
1985) suggest that elk abundance has declined to a leveL

well below that which would be expected under pureJ.y natural
conditions, Hor¡ever, the results of aerial surveys in pANp

have exhibited remarkable variability among yearly estimates

of abundance. Managers needed to knolr if the recent



apparent decline in elk abundance was real or simply a

pröduct of factors such as sampling error or survey bias,

tr.2.1 Historic Description and Ànalvsis

À summary of historic regulating factors, management

practices and trends in abundance was needed to generate an

understanding of hon elk and moose populations in pÀNp

arrived at their present status. À considerabJ.e body of

loca1 information about yearly winter severity, ungulate and

predator abundance and management activity was available for
ana ly s i s.

1.2.2 LiLerature Rev i ew

A review of Iiteralure related to aerial- survey analysis

and survey design was employed to assist managers in

assessing the suitability of the aeriaL survey design

employed in PÀNP. Recommendations for improving the

efficiency of the survey design and analysis werè partiatLy
drawn from the litera!ure revier.,.

1.2.3 Stat i st ical Ànalysis

The calculation of standard errors, confidence intervals
and an assessment of trends in abundance \,rere necessary

components of a guantitative analysis of the status of elk
and moose in PANP. These analyses were needed so that



survey results coilld be assessed to deterrnine if the

observed yearly variations were caused by actual changes in
abundance.

1.2.4 Monitorinq Strateqies for Moose and Elk in pANp

Monitoring of elk and moose in pANp has varied accordi.ng

to the availability of rnanpower and capital. The absence of
a long term strategy for monitoring and assessing elk and

rnoose populations has created a situation in which several
reports have been produced but the resulting information has

not been integrated and compJ-ementary. In sqme cases,

survey results have been obscured by differences in yearly
survey timing and methods. Monitoring strategies which

combined the optimal survey technique with the most

efficient use of resources were required for pÀNp.

1 .3 STUDY OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study v¡ere l

1. to analyze information from historic sources and

generaì.ly describe the history of elk and moose in
PANP up to recent times;

2. to employ a review of relevant literature and an

historic description of elk and moose in pANp in an

analysis of the present status and trend in
abundance;

-6-



to analyze the results of aerial surveys from 1968 to
1985, determine the precision and accuracy of survey

techniques and evaluate survey results to determine

trends in abundance;

to idèntify and recommend options for monitoring

trends in the abundance of elk and noose in PÀNP;

to ident.ify existing information deficiencies and

recommend a strategy for addressing those

deficiencies on the basis of their priority;
to present results and recommendations in a manner

which is compatible with the Natural Resources

Management Process so that managers may successfully

implement recommendat ions.

LTMI TATI ONS

This study does not address the impact of iIIegaI
hunting in PANP, for l¡hich few data are available.
The Interim Park Conservation PIan for PANP (Anions

et al. 1986) has not identified the issue of illegal
hunting as an item of priority.
Àlternate survey technigues are considered in this
report only as adjuncts to aerial surveys. Such

techniques as pellet or track counts, which may be

particularly useful for estimating local ungulate

abundance, are not considered because this study has

a general rather than an area-specific focus.

4.

6.

1.4



3. The concept of natural regulaLion wiLl be discussed

as it relates to ungulates generaJ.ly, however, a

quantitative description of natural regulation
applied to the ungulate-predator-vegetation system in
PANP is beyond the scope of this report.

-8-



2.1

Chapter I I

METHODS

THE NATURÀL RESOURCE MÀNÀGEMENT PROCESS

The Natural Resource Management process ( ¡.¡nf,tp ) is a

framework which Environment Canada, parks has adopted for
providing a rational approach to the management of the

resources in a national park. The NRMP comprises a number

of steps, two of which are central to this report. The

"Resource Description and Ànalysis" is a step which is
designed to describe and assess the status of the resources

in a national park. The description and assessment of moose

and elk populations which is contained in this report vras

intended to serve as a partial input for the wildlife
portion of the Resource Description and Ànalysis for pANp

(Didiuk 1986).

The "Park Conservation PIan" is a step in the NRMp which

has the objective of providing "a documented, integrated and

priorized course of action for the management of parks'

natural resources" (Parks Canada 1982). This step in the
process "defines natural resource problems, proposes

resource management actions and presents a documented,

priorized pLan to prepare and/or implement them" (parks

-9-
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Canada 1982). The portions of this report which address

information requirements, monitoring programs and management

strategies have been intended for consideration during the

preparation of a Park Conservation PIan for PANP.

HISTORIC DESCRIPTION AND ÀNALYSIS OF ELK AND MOOSE IN
PANP

A review of information related to elk and moose

populations in PÀNP was conducted in: the University of

Manitoba Library; the Prince Àlbert National Park library
and filesl the Warden Service Library and files in Waskesiu

Lake and the Environment Canada, Parks library in Winnipeg.

Most of the information was available in unpublished f orm.

The historic description and analysis of elk and moose

populations in PÀNP forms Chapter 3 of this report.

LI TERATURE REVI EW

A revie!¡ of literature related to aerial survey

techniques, natural regulation of populations and elk and

moose biology was conducted in the libraries of the

University of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, the Environment

Canada, Parks Iibrary in Winnipeg and the PANP library and

the Warden Services Library in PANP. The information was

sumrnarized and employed in the analysis of the stâtus of elk

and moose in PÀNP, and in identifying options for monitoring

elk and moose in PÀNP.

2.3

10 -



2.4 DÀTA COLLECTION

2.4.1 Àerial Surveys

Àerial ungulate surveys in PANP have followed a design

established by Tener (1954). Investigators have emptoyea a

transect survey, east-vest transecLs of equal width having

been used to systenatically sample the park's area. Two

observers recorded elk and moose sightings from either side

of the p1ane. Only those sightings observed along the

transect and within a given widt.h of transect were recorded.

The aircraft did not circle in order to verify a count. One

navigator helped the pilot to maintain the correct course.

Survey design is detailed more thoroughly in Chapter 4.

The location of individuaL transects and the number of

transects employed have not remained standard during the

aerial survey program. Few investigations recorded the

areas of the individuaL transects, but a1l investigators
identified the starting location for the first transect and

also indicated the distance bet!¡een transects. From this
information, it was possible to determine the location and

area of every transect f Io!¡n.

2,4.2 Ànalvsis of Survey Results

The count per transect was compiled from year].y aerial
survey reports. Millette and Galbraith (1976) recorded the

transect count graphically, so that actual. count per

- It -



transect Lo1 1976 was determined from an interpretation of

the graphic display and from a computer-produced Iist of elk

and moose observations which was provided by Environment

Canada, Parks. The quantitative resuLts from the 1971

survey (¡llan and MiIIard 1971) were ignored due to an

apparent error in the recording of observations. Yearly

counts per transect are shown the Àppendix.

The location and length of each transect was determined

from the yearly reported starting location of transect l and

from the reported distance between transects. The length
(east-west) of each transect \,¡as measured on a 1:1251000 map

of PÀNP. The area of each transect was determined by

multiplying the reported transect width by the transect

length.

FIight maps were available for the years 1982, 1984. and

1985 (Collingwood 1982, Collingwood et a1. 1985; Mintonl

pers. comm, ) and for those years the transect area could be

verified from known flight Iines. The areas which have been

deternined for individual transects represent the true

transect area as accurately as possible.

Some investigators (t'lcCittis and Àrmbruster 1968; Allan

and Millard 1971, Young, Millard and Leader 1973 and

Galbraith and MiLtette 1974 ) included individual transect

areas.in their reports. However, in some cases these areas

did not appear to be cons j.stent. For the sake of accuracy,

1 Minton, P. , Park I.Tarden, PÀNP.
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transect areas for all surveys have been recalculated.

These are shown in the Àppendi.x.

FormuLae and statistical procedures which were employed

in the analysis of survey results are shown in Chapter 4.



3.1

chapter r I I

HISTORIC DESCRIPTTON OF ELK ÀND MOOSE IN PANP

I NTRODUCTI ON

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the historic
status of eIk and moose populations in PÀNP. An important

component of this description is an interpretation of

fâctors which have influenced elk and moose populations in
the past. In this chapter, thè impact of regulating factors
wiII be related to apparent changes in the abundance of elk

and moose in PANP.

3.2 STUDY ÀREA

3.2.1 Descr ipt ion

Prince Àlbert National Park is situated in central
Saskatchewan (figure 1) and it represents thè natural region

known as the Southern Boreal Plains and Plateaux within the

Environment Canada, Parks system plan (Parks Canada 1972).

Padbury et aI. (1978) characterized the area as being

typical of the Mixedwood section of the Boreal Forest Region

with the exception of a small area of aspen groveland found

in the park's southern region. An important characteristic
of the vegetation in PANP is the south-north gradient from

aspen-grassland to boreal forest.

- 14 -
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Figure 1: Location of prince Albert National park (pÀNp),



Mean daily temperatures in PÀNP range between -21.8'C and

16.4'C, and the mean annual temperature of Waskesiu Lake

tovrnsite is -0.1'C (Cote 1984). The mean frost-free period

at Waskesiu Lake is 85 days (Cote 1984). The climate of

PANP is dry. Mean yearly snowfall at Waskesiu Lake is 149.3

cm and the r¡inter mid-month nèan snow depth ranges between

24 and 51 cm (Cote 1984).

The boundaries of PANP enclose an area of approximately

3875 km2 (cimbarzevsky 1973) (figure 2). The land which

borders PANP is used for a variety of economic and

recreational purposes. Logging concerns operate close to
the park's northern, northwestern and eastern boundaries.

Agriculture is lhe predominant land use close to the

southern and south\restern boundaries of the park. Hunting

is an activity which takes place immediately adjacent to all
of the park's boundaries.

Some economic use l¡as made of the park's resources prior
to the area's establishment as a national park in 1927.

Forestry operations were active in the southern part of the

park until about the time of world war I" Àfter the park

was established, some harvest of timber from within the park

was permitted (Shortt 1977). Hunting and trapping was

relatively important activities in the park area prior to
1 927 ( Short t 1977 ) .

tb
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The varied habitats within PANP shelter a unique s'ildl ife
conmunity including mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), white-
tailed deer (Odocoileus virqinianus), caribou (Ranqifer

tarandus).and bison (¡ison bison) as well as elk and moose.

Large predators in PANP include wolf (Canis lupus), coyote
(canis latrans), black bear (Ursus americanus) and cougar

(re1is concoi.or), the Iatter having been sighted once

recently.

3.2.2 Historic ÀsÞec t s

The Sturgeon River Forest Reserve was the forerunner of
PANP. The purpose of the forest reserve was to conserve the

commercial timber resource, and the area which is now the

southern half of PÀNP was a relatively inportant source of
Lurnber for the growing Prince ÀIbert area. During World war

I the Prince Albert Lumber Company togged an area of

approximatel-y 322 km2 inside the reserve near Sandy Lake

(Shortt 197?), Large forestry operations ceased after 1919,

but small selective cutting operations continued until the

mid-1950's (MiIIardi pers. commun.). carfleron (197S)

exp].ained that mature jack pine (pinus banksiana) and white

spruce (picea qlauca) were harvested in PANP, but suggèsted

that fire has probably been a more important factor than

forestry in shaping the present park landscape.

I MilIard, C.M. Park Warden, pÀNp.
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Girnbarzevsky (1973 ) documented wild fire in pANp up to
1973. The most severe period of forest fire in pÀNp

occurred from 1940-1949, when 991 km2 burned. By

comparison, only 138 km2 burned during the period 1950- 'l 920

(cimbarzevsky 1973). The po).icy of immediate suppression of

wiÌd fire, as practiced in PÀNP, nay have inclined the park

habitat away from the grassland-aspen subclimax described by

Bird (1961) for the aspen parkland area, towards a condition
where even-aged stands of aspen (populus tremuLoides) have

become the dominant habitat type.

Carbyn and Àrmbruster (1968) described the successionaL

mechanism of aspen encroachment upon grasslands in pANp.

Cameron (1975) found that the grassland area of pANp

increased from 1927 to 1947, at least partially due to
intentional burning and forest fires. Carneron (1975) found

that after 1947, grassland areas in pANp decreased. Carbyn

and Àrmbruster (1968) showed that some grassland areas in
PANP decreased by over 60% between 1947 and 1962 as a result
of aspen invasion into grassland areas. Cameron (1975)

concluded that the balance between grassland and aspen/shrub

habit.at in PANP had been tipped in favour of aspen/shrub

habitat due to the absence of fire in recent years.

Trottier et aI. (1983) found that grasslands and grasses

were important seasonal components of eÌk habitat and

dietary needs in Riding Mountain National park, Manitobâ.

It is possible that loss of grassland habitat since 1947 has
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caused the habitat in PÀNP to become steadily less optimal
f or elk.

In order to determine hor¡ PANP grassland might be

properly managed, Parks Canada initiated a study of the

effectiveness of prescribed burns in maintaining grassland

habitat at natural levels. As a component of that study,
Samoil et aI. (1977) determined that an increase in
grassland in PANP would favour eIk popuJ.ations. In another

component of the same study, Trottier (1985) found pellet-
group anal.ysis to indicate that eLk preferred nevrly-burned

experimental plots. The management of pÀNp grassland is an

ongoing concern which has nÕt been resol,ved to date,

The first settlers near the park site filed for title of
their land in the Cookson area, south of the park site, in
'I 913 (Larsen 1981). SettLement never extended into the park

on a large scale. Cameron (1975) reported the presence of
two ranch operations in t.he southwestern corner of the park

and concluded t.hat they had little impact on the park's

habitats.

Boundary revisions have created sone changes in the type

of habitat contained within the park. Historic estimates of

wildlife abundance must therefore be considered in )-ight of
the park's size at the time of the estimate. An important

Ioss of eLk habitat occurred in 1948, with the most recent

of the boundary revisions. At that time the area known as
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the Cookson pasture was excised from the park and converted

to a community pasture. The Cookson pasture now lies
directly south of PÀNP. The size of the Cookson pasture Has

only 60.7 km2 but it contai.ned "some of the best winter elk
range" in the area (Banfield 1951). The Cookson pasture

consisted of upland shrub-grassland habitat and was known

locally as "the home of the eIk" (Mi1lardr

pers. commun. ) .

Banfield (1951) suggested that the loss of the Cookson

pasture had no serious effect on the local elk population,

buÈ al.so observed that elk had caused extensive damage to
standing grain along the park's southern boundary during the

autumn of 1950. The excision of the Cookson pasture may

have reduced the amount of faL1/winter habitat available
v¡ithin PÀNP and, therefore, increased the incidence of e1k

enigration from PANP during periods of reduced food

ava i labi 1i ty.

3.3 MANAGEMENT OF ELK ÀND MOOSE IN PÀNP

3.3. 1 Natural Requlat i on

The goal for managers of

regulation of populat ions.

regulation as "that set of

serves to limit or control
absence of human influence"

elk and moose in PANP is naturaL

Peek ( 1980 ) defined natural

controlling mechanisms that
population densities in the

. PÀNP ecosystems are

1 Millard, C.M. Park Warden, pÀNp.
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unavoidably influenced by artificially-created park

boundaries and adjacent land uses, so that a truly natural
system is impossible to achieve.

Park policy states "natural resources within national
parks will be protected and managed with minimal

interference to natural processes to ensure the perpetuation

of naturally evolving land and water environments and their
associated species" (Parks Canada 1980) . Therefore

management of ungulate populations must ensure that viable
populations continue to exist at a naturaL Level of
abundance under, as nearly as possible, natural conditions.

Caughley (1979i suggested that the natural growth pattern
for ungulates Ìras a cycle of irruptions and crashes arising
from the dynamic relationship between ungulate abundance and

the guantity and quality of available forage. Rounds (1977)

suggested that several such cycles have occurred in Riding

Mountain National park (RI'NP) during the past century.
Caughì.ey (1979) believed that such den s i ty-dependen t
fluctuations would continue until the system stabilized at
an ecological (K) carrying capacity. Macnab (f985)

indicated that K carrying capacity was the equilibrium
usually pertinent to national parks, characterized by a

relatively high ungulate abundance and relatively 1ow

quantities and gualities of forage.
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Caughley (1979) has suggested that wild ungulates are

naturally regulated by the availabiLity and quaJ_ity of their
food suppJ.y rather than other factors. pinlott (1967)

suggested that the impact of predation on natural systems

may sometimes be Hrongly discounted simply because all
systems which have been studied have been disturbed by man.

Pimlott (1967) and Houston (1982) felt that the impact of
large predators should not be discounted in an ungulate-
vegetation-prey system. Extrinsic factors inctuding
vreather, resource availability, parasites and predation are

accepted as potential regulating factors arnong ungulate
popula t ions.

3.3 .2 Protect ion

The sturgeon River Forest Reserve was established in 1914

and its establishment may have afforded some protection to
wildIife, although the level, of protection is unkno¡+n. EIk

were subject to intense hunting pressure throughout Canada

and locaIIy. By 1918, the "slaughter" of eIk in the "eIk
fields north of Prince Àlbert" (Scott 1919) had become a

controversial loca1 issue. In 1919, the province of

Saskatchewan reacted to a Canada-wide elk decline by

amending the Game Act to ban e1k hunting (Saskatchewan

1919), The ban on elk hunting in Saskatchewan remained in
effect until- 1935 (Saskatcher¡an 1937).
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Elk were not abundant in PÀNp when it was established.
Banfierd (1951) reported that elk were "rare and rocal in

distribution" in 1923 according to Dominion Forestry Service

officer Geo. Davies. In 1927, elk tracks which were sighted
reportedly indicated that e1k were moving toward pÀNp from

the east (Millardr pers. commun. ).

The establishment of PANP in 1927 afforded protection to
wildlife although poaching was a concern. park

Superintendent J.À. Wood (1929) observed that enforcement

patrols were necessary from the beginning of the hunting

season until the end of the winter because ',a large number

of residents in close proximity to the park do not recognize

the game laws and hunt during the winter months". park

officials reported that e1k and moose abundance in pANp had

inceased by the the spring of. 1929 (Anonynous 1929) at least
partly as a result of resource protection. À general

increase in elk and moose numbers reportedly continued until
1942 (BanfieId 1951 ) ,

3.3.3 Predators and predator Control

In the early days of PANP, nolves were not numerous. The

first sighting of wolf tracks in the Sturgeon River Forest

Reserve was reportedly made by E. MiIlard in 1923 (BanfieLd
'1 951), Wolves and coyotes were regarded by park staff as

undesirabfe species and were shot on sight by wardens from

I MiLlard, C.M. Park Warden, PÀNP.
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the time lhe park was establ-ished. In 1929, park wardens

recommended that traps as well as rifles should be employed

in predator control efforts (Anonymous 1929).

Wolf and coyote control continued in pÀNp until
approximately 1954. À description of wardens' duties
(Anonymous 1940) made it clear that wardens \{ere to shoot

rsolves and coyotes on sight.. Cyanide guns were introduced

as a means of wolf control ín 1947 and den hunting was

undertaken in 1950 (Banfield 1951).

wolf abundance reportedly increased from 1930-1942

(BanfieLd 1951) despite predator control measures. In
response, a "conscientious" program of predator control was

introduced ín 1942 (Soper 1949). Fron the autumn of. 1942 Eo

the spring of. 1943, 22 wolves were destroyed (Soper 1943)

within the boundaries of PANP. Banfield (1951) reported

that 29 wolves ¡,rère destroyed during 1947-8 to 1949-50,

Unfortunately the number of wolves destroyed in other years

has not been recorded.

The predator control- program in PANP was discontinued
prior to the 1951-2 season, but fox and wolf control was

reinstated quietly in 1952-3 in response to an outbreak of

rabies in Saskatchewan (Canada Department of Northern

Àffairs and Natural Resources 1954). That control program

continued in PÀNP in 1953- 4. Organized predator control
ended in PANP in 1954.
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Wolf and coyote control has continued outside the

boundaries of PANP. For example in 1968, 44 wolves were

destroyed r¡ithin 4 miLes (6.4 km) of the boundaries of pÀNp

in a provincial predator control program (t"talfair 1968).

There is no direct evidence that the wolf population in pANp

has declined as a result of predator control outside of the
park's boundaries. Carbyn ( 1983 ) suggested that wolf

controL programs had Limited irnpact on elk abundance since

small packs of wolves could kill elk.

The abundance of wolves in PÀNP has been estimated

occasionally since the park's formation (tabIe 1). Most of
the estimates have been guesses based upon the observed

frequency of wolf tracks and sign. Incidentat sightings
from the aeriaL ungul.ate survey of. 1982 (CoIIingwooð, 1982)

indicate that the wolf population of pÀNp !¡as high during
the $inter of 1982. This observation is corroborated by

Ewert and Minton (1983) vrho estimated an average density of
1 woIf./13.1 kn2 in the southÌ?estern corner of pÀNp in
1981-82. Ewert and Minton (1983) aLso observed a 29%

incidence of mange (Sarcoptes scabeii) in their study

population which may indicate that the tocal wolf population

was at a relalively high density in the winter 1981- 82.

Ungul,ate mortaLity due to predation nay have been at an

historic high J.evel in 1981-82, a possible factor in the Iow

ungulate abundance estimates derived from the 1982 aerial
survey.



TÀ8LE I

Estinatca of eolf abundãnce and observations during aerial
ungulate surveys, pÀNp.

Year Äbundance Est ima te

I

l\¡{
I

1939-40 8t1952 18-26
1954 lovf955 lor1959 621960 "not plent i ful,,1961 ào1962 401964 73
t 968
1971
197 3
t97 |
1977 50
198 | 50
t9a2
198s

Sightings dur i n9
Unqulãte Survey

Soúrce

0
3l
0

t8

Soper 1940
Banf ietd 1952
Te[er 1954
Tener 1955
Jervis f 959
Jervis l9S0
Jervis l96lã
ilervis 1962
Gilroy 195{
uccillis and Àrnbruster 1968
Àllán aod Millðrd 1971
Young 9! al. 1973
Galbraith ar¡¿l Iti 1lêttê 1974
Henry 1977
ÀlIån 1981
collingvooal 1982
Col.lingvood êt âI. 1985

61
5



Long term predator controL programs in PANP may have

suppressed the inpact of predation on ungulate popuLations.

By suppressing predation, park managers created an

environnent unnaturally tending (in the absence of

cornpensating nortality) towards an increase in ungulate

abundance. Cessation of predator control in 1954 probably

exèrted a negative pressure on ungu]-ates several years

later. Part of the apparent decline in elk and moose

abundance after the mid 1950's was probably a result of

increased predation.

3.3.4 Hay Harvestinq

Farmers were allowed !o harvest hay in PANP until
approximately 1968 (Cameron 1975). This practice occured

mostly along !he southwestern boundary where some patches of

meadow and grassland were harvested annually. Carneron

(1975) suggested that the practice of haying may have

delayed lhe incursion of aspen onto grassLand areas, thereby

maintaining an important component of eIk habitat.

3.3.5 Sprinq Burninq

From approximateJ.y 1930 (Cameron 1975) until 1958

(Petersen and Henry 1978), park wardens burned the shrub-

grassland area along the southern and southwestern boundary

of PANP every spring. The reasons for this practice !¡ere to
reduce the risk of wildfire and to maintain an open, grassy
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countryside which was aesthetically pleasing to humans and

favourable to eIk. Cameron (1975) suggested that yearly

spring burns were an effective means of preventing the

encroachment of aspen onto grassland areas. The cessation

of spring burning is one factor which may have contributed
to the recènt apparent loss of grassland habitat documented

by Carbyn and Armbruster (1968). Personal observations by

MiILardl (pers. commun. ) confirm that the southwestern

boundary area, especially along the eest side road, is much

less open than was the case in the 1950's and 1960's.

3.3.6 Elk Slauqhters

In 1959, park managers decided to conduct an elk
slaughter "in the interests of wildlife management,' (Jervis

1959). Jervis (1959) characterized pÀNp forage conditions
as being "excel-Ient and sufficient in all areas", so it may

be reasonabLe to assume that the slaughters Ì¡ere initiated
not as a result of overcrowding but rather as a response to
landowner complaints about elk depredation of their crops.

Banfield (1951) documented the incidence of such complaints

in the falI of 1950.

The slaughter took place in lhe southern one-third of
PANP. Jervis (1959) estimated that there ¡rere 1100 eIk in
PÀNP !¡hen the slaughter began. The elk which were kiLled at
the start of the program were apparently in excellent

1 Millard, C.M. Park Warden, pÀNp.
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condition (Jervis 1960), but by the end of the first season

(t'tarch - ApriI 1960) the herds were scattered and the etk

were in poor condition (Jervis 1960).

During the same season,

the park's boundaries were

and neighboring landowner s

while defending their crops

1 9 60a ) .

1959-60, hunt ing mortality around

relatively heavy (Jervis 1960a )

kiLled an additional 100 elk

f rorn e1k depredation (Jervis

At the beginning of the second slaught.ering season , 1960

- 1961 , Jervis (1960a) estimated that the eIk population of

PANP was in good condition and numbered 600, a decline of

45% ín one year. The slaughter program continued until
February 13, 1961. When the program ended, 127 el-k (25

adult males, 72 adult females, 80% of which were pregnant l
17 male calves and 13 female caLves) had been destroyed
(Jervis 1961) in total,. The remainder of the herd r¡as in a

"scattered and wild" condition (Jervis 1961).

The el-k slaughter of 1959-1961 combined r¡ith relatively
heavy hunting mortality, high losses to Landowners and the

discontinuation of the predator control program exerted a

substantial negative influence on the PANP poputation in the

early 'f 960' s.
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3.3.7 Monitorinq

3.3.7.1 EIk Àbundarice and Mortality

Prior t.o 1954, aII estimates of eIk abundance vrere

subjective assessments based upon the investigator's
observations of e1k, elk tracks, forage conditions and other

eIk sign. EIk apparently increased from being "rare and

locaI in distribution" in 1927 (BanfieId 1951) to number

3500 in 1940 (Soper 1940). Soper's (1940) impression Lhat

elk in PÀNP outnumbered moose shows that elk had increased

from relative rarity ín 1927 to a population which was in

the same order of magnitude as noose. whether or not elk
actually outnumbered moose at the time is open to question

because elk are a more gregarious species and would Iikely
have been observed in larger groups than moose.

Elk numbers nay have declined afler 1940 but recovered

during the mid-1950's at the time of the first aerial
surveys of the PÀNp (table 2). The first three aerial
surveys, 1954-5-6, differed from subsequent aerial surveys

by employing a transect width of 0.80 km rather than 0.40

km. Caughley et al. (1976) showed that the magnitude of an

aerial count is related inversely t'o transect t¡idth; thus it
is probably safe to assume that the 1954-5-6 surveys

underestimated elk abundance in relation to more recent

surveys, Banfield's (1956) estimate of 1340 elk is probably

conservative because the survey was undertaken in poor

viewing conditions at a time when the snorr was very deep.
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TÀBLE 2

Estinates of êlk abundance for PÀNP, 1940-1985

Iear

I

(¡)
N¡

I

1940
1947
t 950
1954
t 955
t 9s6
t 9s9
't 950
t95t
1962
| 96{
1964
1968
1971
1973
197 4
197 5
197 6
1977
t 9E2
1984
198s

Est imate

3500
4 0 0-500
4 00-5 00
943
s68
r 340
I 100
600
600
1000
{38
700- 1000
996
t900|
| 098
452
t 204
940
1212
4t6
496
212

Mê t hod

unkllovn
unknosr
unlnonn
aer iaI sùrvey
âer ial survey
aer ial survey
ut¡lnoÍn
uDlno*n
unknotrn
unlnown
unlnor.n
unknot¡n
aer ial survey
aer ial survey
ãer iãl gurvey
aèrial survey
aêrial gurvey
aeriãI survêy
acrial survey
aeriðI Survey
aer ial Survey
ðeriãI survey

l97l survcy results may be high due
counts are not âvailable so survey
Park WardÊn, PÀNP.

Source

Soper '1940

Bânf ield 1951
Bant ield l95l
Tenêr '1954
Tener 1955
Banfield 1956
Jervis 1959
Jervis 1960a
Jervis l96la
Jervis | 962
cilroy 1964
Ashley 1964
HcGillis ãnd Àrñbruster 1958
Àl lan and tlillard 1971
Young qL aL. 1973
Galbraith and Millctte 1974
West èt al. 1975
Ui l le-t te-and calbralth 1976
çhalêy 1977
collinqvood 1982
Hinton 2 pers. commuí.
Collingùooil ct ã1. 1985

to nathematical inaccuracy. Or iglna I
results have been ignored i'l later analysis.



TÀBLE 3

Knornr Ell mortality from hunting âdjacent to pÀNp, 1972-3
ro t 984-5.

1972-3 58
19?3-4 N,/À
1974-5 N/À
1975-6 N/A
1976-7 N/A
1977-A {0
1978-9 62
19?9-80 t8
r 980-t | 9
1981-2 17
1982-3 29
1983-¡¡ 2t
l9B4-s r4s

Licenced
Hunt ing

Non-Iicenced Total
Hùnting

I some nrort¡litica may hðve gone unreported¿ X of populôtion estinatcd from thc aeriðI survey cotductêal in the prêviou3 ri¡têr.

'I r 69
N/À
N/À
N/A
N/A
949

86 t40
32 50
94 t13
20 37
5 34
429

11 1s6

uot
Popula t ion 2

Sourcc

a.z

31.5

t.':n * aI. re73

1982
1982
1982
1982
1942
t 983
| 984
ingvood



very deep. The 1956 estimate may therefore demonstrate that
the PANP e1k population reached a peak just prior to the elk
slaughters of 1959-60.

Estimates which are availabLe since 1964 show that except

for two instances the estimated elk abundance in pÀNp

fluctuated about a vaLue of 1000 until 1977. In 1971, the

estirnated abundance was 1900 (¡1lan and Millard 1971) but
inspection of survey results shows that this estimate should

be discounted as it was rnade in error. The 1974 survey

estimated abundance at 452 elk (Galbraith and MilLette
1974). The 1974 survey suggested that the elk population

had declined by 59% from .1 973. The 1975 survey (west et aL.

1975) suggested that eIk increased by 166% fron 1974-i975.

ObviousLy, no population could actually increase that
rapidly so as calbraith and Millette (1974) suggested, there
was a reason other than a true decl-ine in abundance for the

1or+' count oî. 197 4.

McGillis and Àrmbruster (1968) and MilIette and Galbraith
(1976) observed Lhat the 1968 and 1976 aerial surveys vrere

undertaken in less than ideaL viewing conditions. It
appears to be a safe assumption that the 1968, 1974 and 1976

aerial surveys all underestimated abundance relative to
other surveys. Based upon an assessment of aerial survey

conditions, it is apparent that Lhe pANp elk population

numbered in excess of 1000 individuats from 1964 to 1977.
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The 1982 aerial survey (Collingwood 1982) produced an

estimate 66% Lower than the 1977 estimate. Subseguent

surveys do not demonstrate a substantial recovery as was the

case in 1974-1975. The 1985 survey (Collingwood et al.
1985) produced the lowest population estimate ever recorded

for e1k in PÀNP,

Collingwood (1982) suggested that hunting mortatity may

have been an important factor in the elk decl-ine fron 1977

Èo 1982. He showed that 464 elk died from various causes

during that period. Collingwood (1982) also raised the

possibility that the late date of the 1982 survey (March

10-19) and poor viewing conditions may partially account for
the low 1982 estimate.

Hunting is a source of ecosystern incompleteness (Houston

1971) in a national park. Àlthough the argument might be

advanced that moderate hunting pressure will not influence
ungulate abundance because mortality factors are

conpensatory, Keith ( 1983 ) and Bergerud et a1. ( 1983 ) have

suggested that hunting mortality and predation are additive.

Ðata from 1972-73 to 1984-5 (table 3) show that known

hunting mortality has exceeded 100 individuals in 1984-85,

1980-8 1 and 1978-79.

Since PÀNP aerial surveys have been conducted after the

annual hunting season, aerial survey results should

demonstrate the immediate impact of hunting of elk
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abundance. Although 1978-79 and 1980-81 were years of high

hunting mortality, the impact of those hunting seasons is
unknown because no aerial surveys were undertaken in those

years. The absence of an annual monitoring program made it
inpossible to quantify the immediate impact of hunting on

the elk population.

3.3.7.2 Moose Àbundance and Mortality

Estinâtes of moose abundance made prior to the

introduction of aerial surveys were Iargely subjective based

upon observâtions of moose sign. Moose are known to have

been distributed lhroughout the area of pANp (Crean 1910)

prior to the estabLishment of the park. MiIIar (1915)

speculated that in generaì. moose were less vulnerable than

elk to the hunting pressures of the settLement period

because of their selection of dense forest habitat. In
1921, moose were reportedly numerous in the "wooded

districts" of Northern Saskatchewan (Canada 1921).

After PANP Has established, moose abundance reportedly
increased (Ànonymous 1929) probably in response to
protection and predator control. Moose abundance (table ¿)

J.ikely increased until 1942-43, stabilized brief J.y, then

increased again in rèsponse to increased forage availability
caused by the Iarge forest fires rvhich occurred in 1939-1942

( Banf ield 195 f ) .
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TÀBLE 4

Estimåte3 oI noose ¡bunalance for pÀNp, 1940-1985

I

(¡¡\¡
I

Yèår

1940
1954
1955
t 9s6
| 9s9
1950
196t
1962
¡ 961
r 968
19711
1973
197 4
1975
1976
197 7
1982
t 964
1985r

Bst imâ te
't 900
1073
't 053
1220
640

2 000
2200
1800

459
15t8
2972
r 788
964

2060
1716
1880
936

1 0
860

Method

unkno¡n
aer iâ1. survey
aer ial survey
aerial survey
unhnorn
un knoÍo
un I nollf¡
unknovf¡
unknolÙn
aerial survey
aer iôl survey
aer ial Survey
åer ial survey
âeriðl survey
6êr ia ¡. survcy
åêr iâl survey
aeriål Survêy
¿reriãl survey
ðer iâl survey

l97l 
-survey rêsults mây be high due to mathematicaÌ/recording inaccuracies.Pôrk narden, pÀNp.

1985 survey eas iD essence aD elh survey comprising only thê southern one-half ofPÀNP' and thereforê the r98s moose estiñate is not-direêtry conparôbrê ritn ãirii years.

Source

Soper l9{0
Tener 1954
Tener ,l955
Bant ield 1956
Jervis'1959
Jervis 1960â
Jervis l96la
.tervis 1962
cilroy 1964
ücGiIlis and Armbruster 1968
AlIan and üillård l97l
Young qL aÀ. 1973
Gðlbraith and nillette 197{
west qL å-L. 1975
Hi I lette ðDd câIbr!ith 1976
whalêy | 977
Collingrood 1982
Hi nton 2 pêr9. connun.
Collingyood et al. 1985



The moose population of PÀNP may have increased until
approximately 1960-1961 and remained at relatively stable
1eve1s thereafter. Jervis (1960, 1962) estimated Lhat moose

numbered approximately 2000 individuals and observed that
ticks (Dermacentor gp. ) had become prevalent arnong the

moose population. Gilroy's (1964) low estimate of 459

cannot be explained as the method of estimation is unknown.

Of the aerial survey estimates, 1968, I971 and 19?4 have

produced unusual estimates. The 1968 survey ¡¡as conducted

under poor viewing conditions, late in the !¡inter (McGilIis

and Àrmbruster 1968) and may be expected to have produced a

relative underestimate. The 1971 and 1974 surveys produced

inaccurate estimates and should be discounted. With the

1968, 1971 and 1974 survey results excluded, the available
estimates shor{ that the estimaled pÀNp moose population was

between 1750 and 2200 individuals from 1960 to 1977.

CoIJ.ingwood (1982) found survey results to indicate that
the moose population had declined by 50% from 1977 Eo 1982.

The 1982 survey was undertaken late in the winter (March

10-19) under poor viewing conditions. woLf abundance is
thought to have been high at the time. Hunting mortality
(table 5) for the period 1977-1982 does not appear to hâve

been excessive. Therefore, the Iow 1982 estimate was

probably a result of poor survey conditions and possible

high predation. Results of the 1984 survey (Mintonr pers.

r Minton, P. Park Warden, PÀNP.
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TÀBLE 5

Knouñt moose rnortality Iro¡n hunting adjacent to pÀNp, 1972-3
tô 1984-5.

winter

1972-3 N/A

1973-4 N/A

1974-5 N/¡
1975-6 NlA

1976-7 N/À

1977-A 0

1978-9 4

1979-80 10

r 980-1 0

19El-2 0

1982-3 1

1983-t 6

198{-5 I

Licenced
Huntinq

Non-l icenced
Hunt ing

35

N/À

N/^

N,/A

N/À

%ot
Population2

0

23

33

26

5

4

3

0

Sonê mortåIitics may have gonè unreportêd
N_of population as estimated from the aerial survey conducted in the prcviousvinter.

0

27

43

26

5

5

9

I

Young g! aI. 1973

CollingYood 1982

Col1ingúood t 982

Collingvood 1982

collingrood 1982

ColliDgrood 1982

Collinguood 1983

Collingvood t 984

Bvert and Coll ingrrood 1985

0.5

0.1



commun. ) show a moderate recovery, though not to the level
of 1977.

The 1985 ungulate survey in PÀNP was essentially an elk

survey because it covered only the area of best elk habitat,
the southern half of PANP. The estimate of moose abundance

which arose from the 1985 survey was 827 moose in the

southern 1714 km2 (Collingwood et al. 1985). It appears

that rnoose may have increased from 1982 to 1984 but results
from the 1985 survey are inconclusive.

3.3.7.3 Weather Sèver i Èy

Park staff have moniEored the severity of winter !¡eather

since 1972-3 (tabLe 6), and have assigned an index vaLue for
the relative severity of most winters. Àccording to the

assigned index val-ues, 1973-4 and 1978-9 were particularly
severe winters. No index value was assigned for 1984-5, but

it was a relatively severe winter. High eIk hunting

mortality (table 3) occurred in 1978-9 and 1984- 5, which

r,¡ere severe winters, and in the mil-d winter 1980-1 . The

lowest known eIk hunting mortality occurred in 1983-4, a

mild winter. Rounds (1975) found in Riding Mountain

National park (n¡ryp) that the highest moose hunting

rnortalily occurred in severe erinters and suggested that a

sinilar relationship may have existed for eIk.
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TÀDLE 6

Hinter sèverity for PANP 1972-3 to 198{-5.

I

F

I

winter

1972-3
t973-{,
1974-5
t 975-6
1976-7
1977 -8
1978-92
1979-80
t980-r
l98t-2
t9a2-3
t 983-4
1984-5

lrðx inum sDo¡
depth (cm)

57.4
80.0
34.0
47.5
29 .O
48.5
5t.0
53. 3
3r .5
N/À
51 .t
38.01
65.0.

wêâther sèvèrity intler (uurles 1978) based upon snol, depth, snoe density, sîov
crust and tenperature.
Mortãlitf due to starvation obsêrved in these year9.
Park wardên, PA[P.
Unpublished Dãta, G, ßeesey, Parl glarden, PÀùP, pers. commur¡.

Trs ¡

9t8
1293
N/^
6r0
521
910
1020
645
654
N/^
843
N/A

N/À

Interpretation

modera te-5eve re
Severe
mi ld
modera te
very ni ld
modera te
Severe
mi Id
mi Id
N/A
mode ra te

1¡lÀ
¡nodera te-severe

Source

Burles 1978
Burles 1978
Colling¡ood 1979
Durlès 1978
Burles 1978
DurÌes 1978
Collirguood 1979
sundbo 1980
stetanut 1983

Stetðnut 1983

Aniongl perg. comñun.



Severe weather conditions may incline elk to migrate from

PÀNP to neighboring lands in search of food more frequently,
or for a Longer duration than wouLd be the case during a

mild winter. Such behavior would leave eIk relatively more

susceptible to hunting during severe winters. Àlthough the

available data are inconclusive, elk hunting rnortality may

be directly influenced by winter severity.

Relatively high estimates of moose abundance and elk

abundance coincide !¡ith the miLd winters 1974-5 and 1976-77.

A relatively low estimate of elk and moose abundance

occurred in 1973-74, a severe winter. Weather conditions
have apparently affected the count of elk and moose in the

1974, 1975 and 1977 surveys, but it is not true that aerial
surveys have detected the actual irnpact of weather severity
on ungulate abundance. Since aerial surveys for these years

were undertaken in early or mid-winter, Little if any of the

expected mortality due to severe conditions could have

occurred by survey t ime.

Prevailing weather conditions for aerial surveys (tabte

7) show that relatively high counts were obtained under mild

conditions and relatively low counts ¡vere obtained under

severe conditions. For example the 1974 survey lras

conducted in cold temperatures (-32') when the snow was deep

(0.71m). Thât survey produced low counts for both e]k and

moose. Briscoe and Ðolan (1983) showed that aerial survey

counts from 1968-1977 were negatively correlated with snot¡

depth in PÀNP.
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TÀBLE 7

¡feathèr åñd vie¡ing conditons for aerial surveys, PÀNP,
1954-1985.

I

t
t¡¡
I

Iear

951
955
9s6
968
9?t I
971
974
975
976
971
982
984
985

Dates

Ja¡ 27-28 -24
Jdî 26-27
Ja'l 2l-25
Har 19-27 2
.tân 19-23
Ja¡ 22-26 9
Feb 12-16 -2
ilðn 2l-Feb | -1Jrn 12- 16 -7
iran 3l-Fcb I 9
uãr 10- 18 5
Feb 2l -lta r 7 I
Fcb 13- 15 0

l.lax tenp( "c)

l97l survcy results have
BurIes ( 1970 )
Pârk ¡fsrden, PÀNP.
Temperãturêg rccordèd åt

Mir temp( "C)

:"
-9
lx
-37
-31
-3t
-22
-20
-27 '
-t6

beên iqnored

Sturgeon Crossing t{arden Stâ t i on.

Snoe depth(m) visibility
0. 76

1 -22
patchy

0. {6
0.71
o.26
o.202
o.29
0.48
0.34
0.66

good
good
poor
poor

excel lènt
fair-good
poor-exce I Ient
tair
Ia i r-exceI lent
ta i r-good

good-êxccl Icôt

Sôurcè

Tener 1954
Tener 1955
Banf ièld 1956
Ucci l.l i s and Armbruster 1968

Young e! âI. 1973
calbraith and lti llctte 1974
west et al. 1975.
ni I let t-e-and GaLbrâith 1976
whalcy 197?
colliÍdrood 1982
üinton¡ pers. conmun.
CoIIingr.ood êt âI. 1985



Weather conditions prior to and during an aerial survey

probably infLuence the survey count by encouraging or

discouraging shelter-seeking behavior and movement of e1k

and rnoose. For some surveys, weather conditions at the time

of the survey have probably had a greater influence than

abundance on the survey result. For this reason comparison

between yearly survey results shouLd only be made betseen

years of similar survey conditions.

3.3.7.4 Distribution of Elk and Moose within pANp.

Elk range through the southern two-thirds of PANP, with
winter concentration at Namekus Lake, the lower Spruce

River, Sandy Lake, Rabbit Creek, Flatt Creek, the southern

park boundary and the eastern end of Waskesiu Lake (Banfield

1951). Mintonr (pers. commun. ) has analyzed winter aerial
survey observations and shown that eIk concentratè along the

southwestern, southern and southeastern park boundaries in

winter. EIk are rarely found north of the trail which runs

east-west from waskesiu Lake to Nesslin Lake, known as the
llttll ¿--: I

Moose have been sighted in the northern half of the park

more frequenLly than elk, although aerial surveys from

1968-1977 indicate that 70 percent of moose sightings

occurred in the southern half of the park (Briscoe and Do1an

1983). The retative difference in aeriaL visibility through

Park Warden , PANP.
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northern coniferous vegetation versus southein deciduous

vegetation may provide a partial explanation of the

difference in apparent moose density. Surveyors records and

other historical accounts (Crean '1 910) suggest that moose

were abundant in all areas of the park.

3.4 SUMM.àRY OF TRENDS IN ELK AND MOOSE ÀBUNDANCE.

3.4. 1 Elk

Elk were native to the area of pÀNp prior to settlement,
but relative abundance in the park area is unknown. The

hunting pressure and habitat loss which accompanied

settlement probably had reduced elk to relativeJ-y rare

stalus by the time PÀNP was established in 1927. À

provincial ban on e1k hunting and the protèction of a

national park created an environment inside pANp which was

favourable to an increase in elk abundance. predator

control, protection and the artificial maintenance of
favourabLe el-k habitat by haying and intentional burning
probably contributed to an increase in eLk abundance r¡hich

continued until the late 1940's or early 1950's.

During 1949-1961, park policy appears to have changed

from an approach which favored an artif icial.J.y created eIk
abundance to an approach which favored a more naturaL

condi!ion. The Cookson pasture was excised from pANp in
1949. Predator control , haying and burning ceased, The

impact on the elk herd was the removal of a number of
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factors which acted to increase abundance, and the

substitution of fact.ors which reduced abundance. A downward

trend resulted, and the eIk slaughters and substantial
hunting mortality during the same period augmented the

decline. The eIk slaughters of 1959-1961 probably came at a

time when the PÀNP el-k herd was beginning to decline from

hi stor ic high 1eve1s.

The PANP elk herd appears to have remained relatively
stable from the period of the elk slaughters until the late
1970's. Aerial surveys from 1982, 1984 and 1985 suggest

that there has recently been an abrupt decline in etk
abundance, The consistently J-ow estimate which has been

produced by the three mos! recent surveys suggests that lhe
perceived decline may be valid, even though the 1982 and

1984 surveys vrerè conducted reJ.atively Late in the winter.

Hunting mortality of. 32% of the 1984 population estimate
provides a partial explanation for the most recent decline.
While habita! Ioss may have been restrictive at one time,
habitat is probably not now limiting at such a low estimated

el,k abundance. Predation may have contributed to the recent

decline, particularly in 198 1-2 when wol"f numbers were

probably at an historic high level in pANp. winter severity
may also have contributed to a decline since mortalities due

to starvation were recorded in at least one ¡rinter (1978-9)

during the period in question,



3 .4.2 Moo se

Moose are known to have been abundant in the area of pANp

prior to setllement; they have Iikely continued in relative
abundance in PANP up to the present. Records shon that
¡noose have not been hunted as heavily as elk in PANP, and

there is no record, or concern, that favoured moose habitat
in PÀNP is declining.

OccasionaL extrernes in abundance have been recorded for
moose although quantitative data regarding such extremes are

lacking. A perception that eLk actually outnumbered moose

during the 1940's was probably the result of gregarious

behavior and selection for open habitat by e1k.

AeriaI surveys suggest that moose numbers may have

recentLy declined but such an interpretation is open to
question. The three most recent aeriaL surveys have not

produced evidence of consistent low abundance as has been

the case for elk. Moose abundance has probably remained

stable, except for a possibl.e recent decline, since the time

of the first aerial- survey of PANP.
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Chapter IV

ANALYSIS OF AERIAL SURVEY DATÀ

4.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an analysis of
elk and moose aerial survey data for PÀNp. Estinates of

density and confidence intervals have been determined from

data contained in yearly aerial survey reports. Additional
analyses have been applied to survey years when survey

conditions and results warrant such treatment. Survey

resuLts are analyzed in relation to factors such as !¡eather,

timing and snow depth as discussed in Chapter 3.

4.2 SURVEY TECHNT OUE

A general description of survey technique was given in
Chapter 2. Table 8 summarizes yearLy survey methods. The

1954, 1955 and 1956 surveys differed from all other surveys

by the use of a 0.805 km wide transect. In all other

surveys a transect width of 0.402 krn was employed by

surveyors. The 1984 survey sampled approximately 50 percent

of the study area whereas aLl other surveys sampled

approximate).y 25 percent of the study area. The 1968, 1982

and 1984 surveys were conducted relatively late in the
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TÀBLE 8

Sumrary of âerial survey methods, pÀNp 1954-19g5

Year Datê

195{ I O1127 -Ol128t955¿ Ol126-0l /211956¡ At l2t-o1/ 2s1968. 03l t9-03/22
197f5 Otllg-otl23
19733 Ot 122-Ot / 261974t 02/ 12-O2/ l6
1975r Ot /20-02lO41976e Ot I l2-O1/ t6t977to Ot / 3t -o2loB
t982| | 03/tO-O3lt8
19A4t 2 02121-O3l07
19Ast ' 02l l3-o2l15

TraDsec t
ridth{km}

0.805
0 .805
0.805
0.402
0.402
0.40 2
0.402
0.402
0.402
0.4 02
0.402
0. {02
o.402

Tèner | 951.
Tener '1955.
Baofield 1956.
rrcci Il is ând Àrribrustcr 19G9.Àllân .nd Hillard l9?t.
Young eg 4. 1973.
c.lbrrith ànd Mi I let tê .t9?4.
nêst qlL â1. 1975.

Average
sÞeed ( kph )

t61
t6l
t6r
t37
l{5
t6t
t6l
15t
t51
16t
145
129
128

a

9

t2
t¡

nillcttê ;¡d calbrôith 1976.çhôlcy l977.
Collingrood 1982.
uinton per3. conmun.
Collingyood q! q!. 19Bs

Height (m) No. of
t ransect S

91-122 N/À
91-122 25
76 25
122 51t22 sl
122 5t122 5r
122 52122 s2
122 st
122 53
122 t 05122 24

Total transect Total trånsect area/area (tm?l study area
748.5 t o.2o890.96 o.24890.96 0.24975.67 0.25975.57 0.25973.71 0.25973.71 O.2s976.17 O.Zs
976.17 0.25
973.71 0.2s993.87 0.261952.33 0.50445.8 0 -26

it



winter in comparison

was conducted earlier
other surveys. The 1976 survey

season than all other surveys.

to the

in the

4.3 VI SI BI LITY BIÀS

Underestimation which results from an observer's

inability to see and count every animal within the survey

area is termed visibility bias. Visibility bias reduces the

accuracy of the survey and causes the survey estimate to be

low, Caughley (1977) has observed that undercounting is
usually serious enough to invalidate the use of an aeriaL

survey as an estimation of absolute abundance, although the

survey resul-t may stilL be useful as an index of population

s i ze.

Visibility bias varies according to many factors,
including the species behavior and dispersion, observers,

weather, habitat type and methodoJ.ogy. LeResche and Rausch

(1974) found that observers with current aerial survey

experience counted only 68 percent of the moose present in
an area under excellent viewing conditions. Hauge and Keith
(1981) reported an observation efficiency of 50 percent for
aerial surveys of moose from fixed wing aircraft. MacLennen

(1975) calculated a "miss factor" for eIk in the porcupine

forest of Saskatchewan of 20-40 percent.

Caughley et al. (1976) showed that an aeriaL survey

count r,¡a s sensitive to changes in survey speed, height and
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width of transect. Visibilit.y bias was increased if
airspeed, height and or transect width was increased.

LeResche and Rausch (1974) found that time-of-day and

physiography significantly affected visibility count.

Norton-criffiths ( 1976) showed that observer fatigue
(including time-of-day), boredom and airsickness could be

responsible for as much as 26 percent of t.he variation in an

aerial survey. Norton-criftittrs (1976) recommended that
survey flights should be no longer than three hours in order

to minimize visibility bias resulting from observer fatigue.

Caughley et al. (1976) and Erickson and Siniff (1963)

demonstrated that the use of different observers resulted in

significantLy different counts. LeResche and Rausch (1974)

demonstrated that inexperienced observers saw approximately

20 percent fewer moose than experienced observers under all
types of viewing conditions. They recommended that aerial-
moose surveys should only be conducted by experienced

observers under conditions of complete, fresh snovr cover.

weather factors influence ungulate behavior and aeriaL
visibility and thus increase variation betweèn yearly survey

results. Severe vreather conditions, particularJ.y deep snow

and late winter conditions rnay cause both elk and moose to
seek shelter in coniferous or mixed wood areas (TeIfer 1970,

Trottier and Hutchison 1982), thus reducing aerial
visibility and negatively biasing the count. Trottièr e!
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aL. (1983) employed 19 aerial surveys during the winters
1977-8, 1978-9, and 1979-80 in a study of elk and moose

habitat selection. They found that late winter surveys

produced lower counts than early winter surveys,

particularly for elk. This observation was attributed to
shelter seeking behavior.

f,ynch (1975) showed that variability in winter lreather

conditions greatly influenced winter counts of moose in
ÀIberta. Lynch found thât variability between yearly

surveys was reduced when surveys \,¡ere conducted after the

first complete snowfall of the year. Carbyn (1969)

recommended that aerial- surveys shouLd be standardized with
respect to technique, timing and weather severity.

4.4 ELK ÀBUNDANCE

4,4.1 Trend in EIk Àbundance

Elk abundance estimates from aerial survey reports
(figure 3) have varied considèrabLy between survey years.

Àn attempt to compare only those surveys conducted under

similar snor¡ conditions and at a similar time of the year.
produced a comparison among only five survey years.

The 1973, 1975, 1976, 1977 and 1984 surveys (figure 4)

were conducted under conditions of less than 0.5 m snow

depth, in January and/'or February, with a transect width of

0.402 km. Figure 4 denonstrates somewhat Iess severe
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Figure 3: EIk abundance estimates f ro¡n aerial survey
reports.
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Figure 4: Estimated elk abundance determined from
survey reports. surveys conducted in January and
February, Iess Èhan 0.5 m. snow cover.
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variation arnong survey years than Figure 3. Figure 4

suggesÈs that elk numbers have declined from approximately

1000 - 1100 in the lâte seventies to approxinately 500 in

the nid-eighÈies.

Harris (1986) outlined a melhod for determiníng the

precision of the estinated yearly instantaneous rate of

change (ro), by estinating the coefficient of variation (CV)

for a survey. Àn estimated Cv of 7 6"Á fot PÀNP elk surveys

was derived from 1984 e1k data. By regressing the natural
logarithn of estimated abundance on time (figure 5), the

instantaneous rale of increase (ro) can be estimated as the

slope of the regression line. For PANP elk data ?e =

-0.0803, therefore the estinated finite rate of increase is
approximately - 8.0 % per year.

where CV is assumed to be 76%, 52 is estimated (Harris 1986)

52 = ln (1 r cv2)

and the standârd error of ro ís: SE(¡ol = /-t S- ñk -i K-:-ìl
where k = number of years of monitor¡ng,

n = number of surveys/year,

For PÀNP data Èhe standard error of ro $as 0.0875.

Therefore since ro is normally distributed (xarris 1986)

there ís a probability of approxinately 682 that lhe actual

value of rs ).ines in the range (- 0,1678 S ro I 0.0072).

These data suggest strongly èhat elk abundance declined over

Èhe period 1973 - 1984, reith a probabilily of approxirnately
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Figure 5: Regression of average elk density on survey year
for 5 years of similar survey conditions.
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81% that the true ro was less than or greater to O. Harris
(1986) suggested that the most efficient means of improving

the precision of the estimate of re is by increasing survey

f requency .

4.5 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR ELK ÀEUNDANCE ESTIMÀTES.

Cochran (1963) and Norton-Griffiths (1978) have outLined

a means of determining confidence intervals for unequal

transect counts from aeri.al surveys. The method deternines
an esti¡nated population total I and an estimated population

variance var(1) based on an assumption of random sampling,

Yearly elk abundance estimates and corresponding

confidence intervals as determined from Cochran (1963)

(table 9) differ from the data offered in Figures 3 and 4,

due to the use of a slightly different means of estinating
abundance than was used in aerial survey reports. Abundance

estimates given in all aerial survey reports excluding 1984

were determined by the formuLa:

I = count x
transects

Estimated populat ion size

9 = area of census zone x

l from Norton-criffith (1978) was:

aôìrñl-
total area of transect samples.
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TABLE 9

Esti¡nãted elt abundance and contidence intervals for pÀNp
aer íal survey data.

Ye.r Estimate abundãnce

1958 993
197 3 1053
197t 4501975 t 3301975 9331977 t 206
t9a2 394
r 984 496
1985 ' 204

Côlculated folloving the nethod outlined in Norton-criftiths (1978).
1985 survey sâmfrled only the souÈhern 171{ krn2 of pANp.

90x (c. r. | (x)

137r.4 ( 37.4 )
Í363.2 ( 3{.2 }
¿r {8. I ( 32.9 )
r4s2. s ( 34.0 )
r3s2.8 ( 37.8 )
1389.4 (32.3)
r147.3 ( 37.3 )
rt l7.s (23.6)
182.9 ( 40.7 )

95U C.r.r (U )

14rs.6 ( 44.9 )
r{3s.3 (4r.0}
r177.5 (39.51
rs42.2 ( 40.81
t422-5 l4s.3l
!456.7 ( 38.71
r t 76.5 ( 4{.8 }
r r 40.4 ( 28.3)
Ét00.1 ( 49.1 )



Values given in Tab1e 9 include observations made on all
transects for each survey year.

The confidence intervals from Table 9 range between t
23.6% anð, t 49.1%. The most narrow (precise) confidence

interval !¡as produced by the most intensê survey, 1984, in
which sampJ.ing intensity was twice as great as for all other

surveys. The least precise confidence interval (t 49.1%)

was produced by the 1985 survey which ernployed the fev¡est

transects and r¡hich produced the lowest count of aII
surveys.

Àn examination of aerial survey results shows that only
2.6% ot a1l eLk observations occurred in the northern 1630

km2 of PANP. À11 other aerial observations occurred south

of an east-west l-ine drawn across the park, tangent to the

north\rest corner of l.laskesiu Lake, meeting the eastern

boundary approximately 50.4 kn (31.5 mi) north of pANp's

southeastern corner . Thi s Iine r,¡as arbitrar i Iy chosen to
separate the park into sections r¡here eJ-k sightings were

common (the southern 2245 km2 ) and rare (the northern 1630

km2). The difference in frequency of aerial eIk

observations betveen the southern and northern sections does

not absolutely indicate habitat preference, as it may also
represènt a difference in visibility bias between southern

and northern vegetation types.
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Elk densiLy estinates. (table 10) for the area of

relativety cornrnon elk sightings (the southern 2245 knz of,

PÀNP) offer a more reasonable means of comparison with other

study areas than estinates determined from sight,ings over

the entire park area. lable 10 includes confidence

intervals caLculated according to the method outlined by

Kingsley and Snith (1981) for systematic samples. This

tnethod estimates the standard error of density estinates by

using ilifierences anong adjacent Èransêcts trhere:

s'= (t-f)l{ (q - d¡+t} ¿ / (n-t} n Í¿(21

and N = no of transects in the poPulat¡on

n = no. of transects samPled

f = n/N, the sampl¡ng fraction

yi = no. of anímals counted in the ith transect

x¡ = area of the ith transect
n

V : Fryi/n
i = f-. x¡ln

Y- = mean number of anlmals per transect

V = mean area of all transects

R = y / z_É cstimator of true mcsn density'

di =yi - Rx¡

Confidence inÈervals dctcr¡nincd for the southern portion

of the park, calculated according to the method of Norton-

Griffith (1978) are narro$er than the estirnates determined

for the whole park area calculated in the same manner (table

9) except in 1982 and I985 rhich were years of particularl.y
low counts. Confidence intervals for the southern portion

of the park (table 10) are narroner ïhen determined
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TÀBLE 'I O

Estimated density and contidence intervaìs tor elk in the
southcrri 2245 k¡n20t PÀNP. I

I
o!

I

Year Estimated Densi ty
(elk/tm'z)

1968 0. {43

1973 0.448

1974 0. r75

'r 975 0. s53

1976 0.409

1977 0.507

1982 0.172

1984 0.210

1985 0. t 19

90x c.¡.2

r0. | 52 ( 34.4x;)

i0. r44 ( 32. 1%)

r0.0s5 ( 31 .6Í)
!0. r84 ( 3 3.29)

r0. r 44 ( 35. 11)

10.1s0 ( 29.7*)

10.074 ( 43.3X)

to.orÛ 122-7zl

f0.049 (41.4U )

Thc southern 2245.12km2 ot PÀNP includes 97.4X oÍ aII ðeriâl
eIk observations tron aerial surveys.

Confidet¡cc intcrvals calculâted as in Norton-critfiths (1978).

Confidencè intervðls calculated acèording to the systemâtic
sampling analysis of Kingsley ând sñith (1981).

95U C.r.2

!0. r83 (4t.4U t

r0, r73 (38.6:t)

r0.067 ( 38.09)

to,221 l39.9rl
r0.173 ( 42.3%'

+0. r8r ( 3s.72)

f0.089 ( 52. lf)
ro.o57 l27.2rl
f0.0s9 ( 49.9x)

90% c.I . !

f0.128 ( 28.8f'
r0.t08 (24.tÍ)
r0.03t ( t 7.8x)

ú0.10 r ( r8.3u )

*0.125 ( 30.5U )

!0..103 ( 20.3x)

r0.0s0 (29.rx)

f0.03{ ( r 6.2x)

*0.052 ( 4 3.4Ít

95 C.¡.r

r0. r 54 ( 3r .7Í)
r0. t30 (29.0u )

j0.038 (21.4X)

x0.122 122 -OXl

r0.150 ( 36.5X)

to.l24 124.4X,1

r0.06r ( 35.4x)

r0.0r 1 ( t 9.4zl

to.062 l52.4Zl



according to the method of Kingsley and Smith (1981) than

when determined according to the method outlined by Norton-

Griffiths (1978) except in 1985, a year of comparatively 1ow

elk abundance.

For some years, confidence interval-s appear to be too
wide for a resource manager to base decisions upon the

aerial survey sample. For example, the 1976 90% confidence

interval for 9, determined by the method of Kingsley and

Smith (1980) is 637 s I < 1f98 e1k. Sirnilarly rhe i973

survey produces a 90% confidence interval for abundance of
762 s ! < 1248. À range of 500-600 individuals is a

relatively imprecise range for a manger to deal with when

considering a population thought to number approximately

1000.

Conversely, some of the confidence intervals offered in
Table 10 appear to be acceptable from a management

perspec!ive. The 90% interval for 1984 offers managers a

range of 395 < 9 S 548 individuals upon which to base a

decision. The 1984 estimate was derived from a survey which

samp).ed the study area at tr¡ice the intensity of aII other
surveyS.

Based on t.he past aerial survey data it appears that 90%

confidence intervals of. ! 20% or Less (for example 1975 and

1984) provide the most usefuL data in terms of assessing

populat ion density.
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4.5.1 Effect of Excludino Lake Areas from Calculation of
Ðensi.tv Est imate.

Because no e1k sightings were recorded on the Iarge lakes

in the park, an attempt rvas made to determine the impact of

removing the Iake areas from density calculations. Ðensity

estimates for the southern 2245 km2 of PÀNP were calculated
excluding the areas of Sandy, Ànyot, Namekus, f.laskesiu and

the Heart lakes from individual transect areas and total
survey area, and compared with density estimates which

incl-ude lake areas (table 'l 1). The impact of excluding the

area of the large lakes from density calculations was to
increase the density by a factor of approximatety 1.04,

Confidence inLervals were not affected. Overall estimated

abundance remained the same.

4.5.2 Sampl i nq

Àssumptions in aerial survey sampling are:

i) each observer accurately counts alI anirnals within
the sample unit;

ii) each animaL has an identical probability of being

seen by the observer I

iii ) animals are randomly distributed;
iv) conditions and techniques are identicat from year

to year.
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TABLE 1I

Effect of the area ot large latee on calculãtiori of
estimated densities and confidence intervals.

I

oì5
I

Iear Estimated Density Excludinq
Lake Areãs (902 C.I . 

' 
I

1968 0.4 62 r 0.t33(28.8X

1973 0.467 t 0.113 (24.2%'

1974 0.182 r 0.032 (17.82)

1975 0.577 r 0.t06 (18.3X)

1976 0.,¡26 f 0.129 (30.2X)

1977 0.528 f 0.106 (20.2%)

1982. 0.t79 r 0.055 (30.8r)

1984 0.220 r 0.035 (t5.lX)
198s 0.12t f 0.0s2 (43.3X)

Totål 2l5l .4 tml
Survêy
Àreð

Estimated DensitÍ Includinq
Lake Àreas (90U C.I .l I

Calculated ðccordir¡g to the method of Kingsley an¿t Smith (t9Bt).

0.4r 3 10.128 (28.8X)

0.448 ! 0.108 (2!¡.lX)

0.r75 r 0.031 (r7.8u)

0.5s3 r 0.r01 (18.3x)

0.409 ! 0. 125 (30.sX)

0.507 r 0.r03 (20.3u)

0. t72 I 0.050 (29.{Z)

0.2r0 r 0.034 (r6.2u)

0.rt9 r 0.052 (43.¡tx)

2245.12 k|¡¡z



Sample units in PANP have been chosen systematically,
that is they were seLected in an ordered fashion so that the

distance between adjacent. sample units is constant.

Caughley (1977a ) explained that systematic sampling is the

most efficient Hay to map ungulate distribution. Cochran

(1963) has indicated that because systematically - sampled

survey units are spread evenLy across a population, survey

results may bemore precise than if the survey employed

random sampling. Calculation of the standard error from

systenatically-sampled surveys may Iead to a biased standard

error if the results are treated i.n the same fashion as

ra ndomly- sampl ed surveys (Caughley 1977a). Kingsley and

Smith (1981) have outlined a method for calculating the

standard error of systematic transect surveys which

eliminates that bias and improves precision (Section 4.4.2).

Sampling bias is an inaccuracy which results from the

non-random distribution of the subject animals and the

failure of the survey design to conpensate for such a

distribution. Gi11 et aI. (1983) stated that the

gregarious nature of elk posed a serious sampling problem.

4,5,2.1 Sample Size

A frequency distribution of observed density per transect
for PANP aerial survey data voul-d exhibit marked positive
skev¡ness, that is, there would be a large number of Low

density or zero density transects and a lo¡q number of high
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density transects. Cochran (1963) proposed a rul.e for

determining a sample size for populations exhibiting
positive skenness nherein the sample would be large enough

for appJ.ication of the normal approxirnation in deterníning

confidence 1i¡nits. The rule proposed by Cochran (1963) is

tha t

n> 25 G¡2

where n = sample size

Gi = Fisher's measur€ of skewness = E ( y¡ 'V ) 3

3ã-'

Àssessment of the 1984 aerial survey data for elk (Iower

2245 kn2 ) which exhibits the tnost posiÈive1y skewed

disÈribution of aLl years and which supplies the nost

information presents an n = 21, suggesting that sample

sizes are adequate Èo allow the computation of confidence

1i¡nits.

The 1984 aerial survey employed approxinately tttice as

nany transects as other surveys. IníÈia1 Ínspection of

Table 10 índicates thåt the greater sampling intensity
produced a snaller standard error and a correspondingly
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narro$er confidence intervaf than other surveys. Analysis

of the 1984 data as if it sampled at the same intensity as

other years (beginning on transect 3 and using only every

second transect up to transect 63) produced a density

estinate of 0.191 . the 90% confidencà interval was t 0'078

(40.9%) and the 95% confidence interval Has É 0'094 (49 '2%)

(Kingsley and Smith 1981 calculation). Therefore, it is

apparent that the increase in sarnpJ.ing intensity for the

1984 survey was effective in reducing the 90% confidence

interval from approxirnately t41% Eo approxinately t16%'

Cochran (1963) and Norton-Gr i f f i ths (1978) outlined a

method for determining the sanple size required to yield an

estimate of specified precision nithin specified limits'

The enalysis used was:

ts 2

q = {-;-)

and
ñ¡n = TT-(no/Nl

where no = initial estimated sample size

n . estimated samPle size

t = absicca of normal curve which cuts off an area a at the ta¡ls

S = estlmated standgrd dev¡atlon

selected mãrg¡n of error

number of avallable rlmPles.

Ànalysis of 1985 data suggcsts that a future 6atîple size

of 5? transects will produce a 90% confidence interval of

tzo%. An íncrease ín survey effort oE 32%, !o 75 transects t

d=
Nr
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wiII produce a 90% confidence interval of. !15%. At a

sampling intensity ot 50%, 62 transects can be sarnpled in
the southern 2245 km2 of PANP.

4.5.2.2 Stratification

Cochran (1963), Siniff and Skoog (1964), and Evans et aI.
(1966) have shown that stratification can be an effective
means of reducing the variance of an estimated population

total. The 1984 aerial survey employed a large number of
transecls and presented an opportunity to examine the effect
.of stratifying the park into areas of internaJ.ly similar elk
density.

The stratification which was employed (figure 6) was

approximate and subjective, based upon individual- transect
densities and known patterns of distribution. The north
boundary of PANP was bisected by a perpendicular line
dividing each existing transect into east and west portions.
ÀeriaI survey maps for 1984 were then examined Lo al.Iocate

the number of elk sighted per transèct onto the rrestern or
eastern portion of each transect. Àreas of relatively high

density were identified based upon a subjective assessment

of 1 984 survey data.

Stratum boundaries were set so as to completely enclose

areas of relatively high density. There was a high
proportion of transects ( 80%) in which no eLk were sighted.
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Because there ¡vere so few transects ( 20%) in which elk

Here sighted, only ttdo categories, high and low, were

identified. Strata boundaries did not confor¡n to landscape

!eatures.

Stratification analysis ïas performed according to

nethods outlíned by Cochran (1963) and Norton-Griffiths
(19?8). The area of relatively high elk density was

deternined to be 1080 krn2, and the area of relatively low

elk density ¡ras determíned to be 2795 kn2. Thè population

estimate (9) which resulted from stratification of 1984 daÈa

was 450.7 elk with a conbined standard error of 57.8863.

The 90% confidence interval was 355.5 s I < 545.95 (t21 ,1%).

The 95% confidence interval was 337.27 3 I < 564.19

(!25.2%). Stratification did noÈ greatly improve the

precision of Èhe total park abundance for elk compared to

the unstratified result for 1984. An accurate

stratification based upon habitat boundaries could irnprove

survey precision. If accurate habitat information beco¡nes

availabfe stratification rnay become a viable strategy.

Cochran (1963) outlined a formula for determiping the

nost effective sanple size for a given nargin of error for a

stratifiêd sample under optimun âl1ocation. The f or¡nulae

no=(xNnsh)2

and

n=-L-
1 + 

f,rrun Sn ,
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$ere employed in deÈermining sarnple size for a stratified
count of e1k in PÀNP, nhere;

no

n

Nn

3n

d

t

= inltiål n

= number of transects naeded

= total number of available trans€cts in stratum h

: / Variance of stratr,rm F
! drsirêd margin of arror
. ob¡cissa of noñnal curve tt tr!! q.

Based on the stratification pcrfornêd in the 19g4 aerial
survey data for elk in pÀNp, a sampfe size of 156 transects
(each transect being one-half the east-nest width of pÀNp)

was necessary to proviðe 90% confidence interval for the
estimated population total I of t 15%. Under optirnum

all.ocation, where sample allocation is proportional to the
ratio of stratum variances , 95% of the transects should be

sarnpled in the high st.atum, and 5% of the transects should
be sampled in the low statum.

4.6 ELK GROUP SIZE

À comparison ¡vas made between average group size of elk
observed and estinated density of elk f.or 11973-1976. The

year of highest estimated density (1925) also ryas the year

of highest observed group size. The year of lorrest
estirnated density (1974) nas also the year of lowest
observed group size. The simple correlation coefficient r =

0.8545 for Èhe relationship betreen observed group size and

density suggests that a direct association exists bet$een

the two parameters. În 1974, a severe winÈer, observers
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4.7

recorded the lowest average group size of the four year

period. In 1975, a miJ.d winter, observers recorded the

highest average group size of the four year period. Severe

!¡eather conditions (temperature, wind, snow conditions) may

cause elk aggregations to disperse and bias elk visibility
negat i ve1y.

MOOSE ÀBUNDANCE

Moose abundance estimates fron survey reports (table 4,

Figure 7), have shor¡n considerable variation between survey

years. Thè survey years 1973, 1975, 1976, 1977,1984 were

chosen for comparison because the surveys from those five
years were conducted under similar survey conditions.
Àbundance estimates for those five surveys (figure 8)

exhibit a much less variable trend than for all years taken

together. Figure I suggests that moose may have declined
from approximately 1800 individuals in the late 1970's to
approximately 1000 individuals in 1984.

4.7.1 Trend in Moose Abundance

Harris' (1986) method of assessing trend information was

applied to moose survey data for 1973, 1975, 1976, 1977 and

1984. À coefficient of variation of 46% was determined from

1984 data. Regression of the natural logarithirn of yearly

abundance estimates (figure 9) yielded an observed

instantaneous rate of increase (ro ) of - 0.0511. The
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Figure 8: Estimated moose abundance determined from aerial
survey reports surveys conducted ín .Ianuary andFebruary, less than 0.5 m snow depth.
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Figure 9: Regression of ln estinated moose abundance on
time.
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standard error of ro was determined to be equal to 0.0568.

Thus, there ís a 68% probability that the true value of ro

Lies in the range (-0.1079 < ro < 0.0056). These data

suggest that moose abundance may have declined over the
period 1973-1984, however there is appoximaEeJ-y a 22%

probability that the true ro lras greater than or equat to
zero.

The latest aerial survey was inconclusive for moose.

UnfortunateJ-y the 1985 survey result may be biased upwards

for moose since the survey sampled onJ.y the southern 1714

km2, an area of relatively high density. The J-ong term

trend in moose abundance appears to have been negative, but

not as severe as the decline in elk abundance.

4.7.2 Confidence Intervals for Moose Abundance

Estimated abundance and confidence intervals for moose

abundance estimates (table 12) were determined following the
methods of Norton-criffiths (1978) and Kingsley and Smith
(1981), Intervals calculated according to the method of
Norton-Griffiths (1978) ranged between i11 and t31% at t.he c

= 0.10 level of significance and betÌreen t 13% and !39% fot
a = 0.05. Intervals calculated following the method of

Kingsley and Smith (1981) ranged betÌ{een t8% and t14% f.ot s

= 0.10 and belween !9% and !18% for s = 0,05.
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TÀBLE 12

Estimrted moosè abundônce, deosiÈy and confidence intervals
for PÀNP ðérial survey data.l

Yeår

t 968

1973

1974

197 5

I

\|
I

Est inatêd Àbundañce

1976

197 7

1982

198{

19855

1537

1779

976

2041

177 0

1870

912

llr0
18 69

90N c,Í.2
!230 (ts%)

1239 ( r 3r)

*r84 ( t 9r)

t33s ( t 6%)

r3r6 (t8Í)
1275 ( lsU )

*195 (2rX)

t121 (1121

*582 (3r )

deternined tor the tot!ì part area = 3875 tnl
calculôtion as in Norton-criffiths (19?B)

noose/ln2 èstlnâtê !bundåncc = êstimated density x 3g75 t¡nz

cålcul¡tion âs in Ringslèy ànd Smith (t9gi).
Th' 1985 survêv coverêd oDly thc loter 17ll km2 ot PÀÈp. Thè result shoín is 6n extrspolatiof¡ to thêentirè pårt arcr. tf rhê rãsurts are related onrv io-ih. lor". iii¡ trt,--*,ã õãpir.tion êsrimðtè is 827 * 30x(c-0.0s) ar¡d rhe derjiry cstimaii ii-o.iaãã-i õlôísõ-riezr.The f985 survey should not be used in an assessment o[ trend unlessthe compôrison is rnadc among the southiin iii¡-i.;-tði årl yeðrs.

95& C.t .2

!276 ( t 8X)

r286 ( 16. tX)

t220 l23zl

!402 (20X1

!378 (2rr)

1330 ( l8z l

t234 (26X1

*r43 (t3X)

!702 (38r,1

Est inâted Density¡

0 .3967

0.459t

0.2496

o..5276

0.4569

0.4827

o .2354

0.2863

0.4823

901 c.r..
!0.04 t 2 (t0z)

r0.0473 ( t 0xl

c0.0316 (t3t)
r0.03 t 7 (t0u )

*0.0495 (rlU)

r0.0390 ( 8z)

*0.0351 ( t 5x'
r0.02r6 (8c)

f0.0680 (t4f)

95U c.¡..
10.049!l (t2%)

r0.0s57 ( 12U )

r0.2496 (lsr'
ro.0637 lt2%l

r0.0593 { 13X)

r0.0t67 ( t 0r)
r0.0432 ( r8t!)

s0.0258 ( 9Z)

r0.0821 ( t 7Z)



Confidence intervals of. 90% and 95% fall Ìrithin an

acceptable range of t 20% or less as established for elk.

Reconrnended sample size determined from 1984 data, with

the goal of producing 90% confidence intervals in a range of

t15u to t 20%, was 20-26 transects. The samplÍng approach

which has been enployed for the PÀNP moose populaÈion has

produced adequate resulÈs for management purposes.

4.8 SÀMPLE SIZES REOUIRED FOR FUTURE TESTS OF SIGNIFICÀNCE

Eberhardt (1978) and Steel and Torrie (1980) ouÈlined a

method of deterrnining the required sarnple size to detect a
specific magnitude of change in a population for a specified
power and leve1 of significance. By enploying the results
from 1984 survey the for¡nula:

no= (Za +ZB)2sz
d

where Zc = the abscissa of the normal curve at the specified
a rlevel .

292= the abscissa of the normal curve at p where power = l- p .

no = initial sample size

S ?., = the variance of the difference between 2 means." 9.n independent samples 629 = 2 62,

d = specified difference of Y i it is desired to detect.

was enployed in a determínation of -sample Size. Initial
sample size was then refined by nultíplying by error d.f. +3

where error df was equal to 2(n-1).
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The chosen sample size was for a one-tail-ed t-test with
c=0.10 and the probability of falsely accepting a nul1

hypothesis equal to 0.20.

A sample size of 78 transects was found necessary to
detect a difference of. 40% of the standard deviation or

approximately 207 moose, in comparison between successive

yearly surveys.

À sample size of. 62

detect a di f ference of

approximateLy 165 etk,
yearly surveys.

transects was found necessary to
45% of the standard deviation, or

in comparison between successive

4,9 COMPÀRISON OF ELK ÀNÐ MOOSE SURVEY RESULTS

In previous sections it was suggested that elk and moose

survey results appeared to vary together, following similar
patterns of increase and decrease. À regression of moose

density on eIk density (figure 10) producing a simple

coefficient of correlation (r = 0.98) demonstrates the close

association between the two variables. Unless eIk and moose

populations in PANP have been influenced in an identical
fashion by environmental and human factors. then the

relationship bett¡een elk and moose survey results must

ref l-ect the impact of survey conditions. If survey

conditions did not affect the counts of elk and moose, then

it would be reasonable to expect eLk and rnoose survey result
to increase and decrease in a more independent manner.
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Figure 10: Regression of ¡noose density on elk density,
1968-1 984.
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Chapter V

ÐISCUSSION

5.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF ELK IN PÀNP

The e1k population of PANP is an import.ant faunal

component of the Southern Boreal Plains and plateaux Natural
Region. The subspecies once ranged throughout central
Canada, but is now restricted to a few pockets within
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Preservation of the subspecies

and its natural habitat should be considered !o be

significant on a global scale in view of the relative
scarcity of the subspecies and the hunting pressure to v¡hich

it is subjected throughout its range. The elk population of
PANP appears to be undergoing such a rapid decline in

abundance that managers may r+ish !o consider taking action
to slol¡ or reverse the decline if it continues.

It has been shown that the PANP elk population deviated

from a condition of natural regulation throughout the park's
history, Fire suppression, intentional ignition of fires,
haying, Iogging, predator control and hunting are the major

hurnan influences which have acted upon the pANp elk
population. Most recently, hunting has probably exerted the

greatest reLative influence on the pÀNp elk population by
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causing intermittently heavy hunting mortaLity. Highest

Ioss of eIk to hunting has occurred during severe winters,
probably reflecting the tendency of e1k t.o travel out of the

park in search of food during periods of deep snow cover.

Rounds (1975) observed the same relationship in Riding

Mountain National Park.

Natural factors v¡hich have probably exerted the greatest

relative impact on the PÀNP e1k population are severe winter
weather, scarcity of food and predation. In the winter of
1978-79, starvation was observed among the PANP e1k

population demonstrating the combined impact of severe

!¡inter !¡eather and decreased food availability. The

reportedly abundant wolf population of 1982 (CoIIingwood

'1 982) may have exerted unusually high predaÈion on elk and

deer in PANP.

È,) TREND IN ELK ABUNDANCE

Elk were native to the PÀNP area prior to seltlement.
Ðuring the settlement period elk declined as a result of

hunting and habitat l-oss to the point where they were

considered rare. in the area. À nationwi.de ban on elk
hunting, combined with the establishment of pANp, allowed

Iocal elk abundance to increase. Within PÀNp, predator

control, favourable habitat conditions and protection

allowed elk numbers to increase steadily until at least
1942. The elk population of PANP may have reached its
greatest abundance by the mid 1950's.
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Bet!¡een 1935 and 1968 several factors which had

maintained a high population of elk were reversed. In 1935

hunting for elk r¡as resumed. In 1948, the Cookson Pasture,

an important area of elk habitat., was excised from PANP and

converted into a community pasture. Predator control ended

in PANP in 1954. Intentional burning ceased in I958.

Haying inside the park ceased in 1968. Logging, which may

have expanded the favourabLe elk habitat in the park's

southern areas, was phased out and logged areas gradualJ.y

reforested over this same period.

Fire suppression gradually acted to increase the total
forested area in PÀNP, 1ikely reducing the amount of winter

forage and habiLat availabl-e to e1k. The eIk slaughters of

1960-1962, combined !¡ith high hunting nortality, directly
reduced the size of the elk herd. It appears reasonabl-e to
suggest that elk numbers began to decline after the

mid-1950's as a result of management practices which reduced

the amount of favourable efk habitat, restored predation and

increased harvèst Leve l s.

EIk abundance estimates from 1964-1977 suggest that e1k

numbered in excess of 1000 individuals. ÀeriaL survey

estimates range between 450 and 1330 for surveys taken in
1968, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976 and 1977. Low estimates

obtained during that period (1974 estimated abundance was

450 elk) were probably a result of a late survey date and

severe weather at survey time.
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Aerial surveys conducted in 1982, 1984, and 1985 produced

much lower estimates of abundance than previous surveys.

Unfortunately, comparisons between survey years are

complicated by differences in the conditions under which

surveys were flown. For examp)-e, a comparison between the

1982 survey and the 1977 survey would not be meaningful

because the 1982 survey was flown in March and the 1977

survey was flown in early February. Àdditionally there is a

gap of 4 years between the t$o surveys.

In order to assess the most recent trend in elk
abundance, surveys which were flown in lhe nonths of January

and February under snow conditions less than 0.50 m deep

were chosen for analysis. OnIy 5 of the 12 surveys f lo!¡n

since 1968 met the criteria. The trend demonstrated by the

five chosen surveys - 1973, 1975, 1976, 1977 and 1984 - was

that elk abundance declined at a rate of I percent per year

between 1973 and 1984,

The greatest decline in e1k abundance has occurred since

1977. Severe winter conditions, particularJ-y in the

1978-1979 winter, high hunting mortality (CoJ.lingwood 1982)

and a high wolf population (ColLingwood 1982) may have aII
contributed to the observed decLine. Although the 1985 and

1982 surveys were not included in the trend Iine analysis
because of the conditions under which they were flown, they

offer strong corroborating evidence that eIk abundance has

declined abruptly since 1977. Approximately 76 percent of
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the decline in estimated abundance for the southern 2245 kmz

of PÀNP between 1984 and 1985 is explained by known hunting

mortality of 156 elk. Employing a 40% miss factor for elk
(Maclennen 1975) , a maxi¡num elk estimate for PANP could be

approximately 445 t 183 based on 1985 data for the southern

2245 kn2 of PANP. It is important to note that Reed et al.
(1986) calculated that a population of no less than 426 elk,
in an isolated ecosystem, r¡as necessary to maintain an

effective breeding population of 50 individuals and restrict
the incidence of inbreeding to one percent. The data

suggest that the PANP elk population may have reached a

critical LeveL in terms of abundance.

R? DISTRIBUTION OF ELK WITHIN PÀNP

The southern 2245 km2 of PANP were found to contain

approximately 97% of the eLk observations from aeriaL

surveys. It is not known for certain if the apparent

southern concentration of eIk is due to habitat preference

or due to a difference in visib.ility betr¡een the

predominantty coniferous northern vegetation and the mixed

southern vegetation. However, moose have been sighted with
greater frequency than eIk in the northern section which

suggests that if elk existed in the north at moderate

population densities, some would have been sighted during

the past I0 aerial surveys. It seems reasonable to suggest

that the apparent southern concentration is predominantly

due to elk habitat preference.
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Highest concentrations of e1k were found (1) south of a

line bet¡,¡een the poinL where the Sturgeon Creek intersects
the park's western boundary and the Ànglin Lake fire to!¡er,

and (2) a smalL area encl-osing the southern end of Waskesiu

Lake ( f igure 6).

E4 SIGNIFICANCE OF MOOSE IN PÀNP

Like the eIk, the moose is an important faunal component

of the Southern Boreal Plains and Plateaux Natural Region.

Moose populations in PANP, especially in the northern

portion of the park, are relatively contiguous with moose

popufations outside of the park, therefore the moose

population of PÀNP is not as isolated as the elk population.

Unlike the el-k, moose are represented widely throughout the

Province of Saskatchewan and Canada. Àlthough it is
inportant to preserve moose within PANP in a naturaL state,
the issue of preservation of moose and moose habitat is not

as significant as the preservation of elk within the park.

5.5 TREND IN MOOSE ABUNDÀNCE

Moose were distributed throughout the area of pANp before

it became a national park, although population estimates are

unavailable. Moose nunbers in PANP apparently increased

until about 1942 as a result of predator control and

landscape management. Large fires in PANP in the 1940's and

early i950's may have afforded new areas of favourable
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habitat and abundance is thought to have increased in the

1950's. Relatively high hunting mortality may have caused

the population increase to slov by the early 1960's. The

population may have reached a relatively stable leveI
estimated to Iie betweên 1750 and 2200 individuals from 1960

Eo 1977.

The most recent aerial surveys suggest that the pÀNp

rnoose population declined f rorn approximately 1870

individuals ín 1977 to 912 individuals in 1982, then

increased to 1110 individuals in 1984. The 1985 survey

covered only the southern 1714 km2 of PANP. Extrapolation
of the 1985 count to the total park area would be misleading

due to the relatively high density of the south. The most

recent trend in moose abundance, from 1982 Lo 1985, is
imperf ectly understood.

Five aeriaL surveys which were undertaken in January or

February, under conditions of less than 0.50 m snow depth,

were analyzed to determine trend. The data indicated that
moose abundance declined by 5% per year over lhe period

1973-1984.
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5.6 DISTRIBUTION OF MOOSE WITHIN PÀNP

The i.argest observed concentration of moose in PÀNP

occurs in the park's southern half. For aerial surveys, 70%

of observations have occurred in the southern half of PANP

(Briscoe and Dolan 1983). However it is not certain if this
apparent north-south density gradient is real or simply a

result of differences in visibility betlreen nort.hern

coniferous and southern mixed vegetation. The density
gradient for rnoose is not as severe as for elkrindicating a

more uniform distribution of moose throughout PÀNP.

ASSESSMENT OF PÀNP AERIÀL SURVEY STRÀTEGY

The most significant feature of PANP aeriaL surveys is
that monitoring has been an end in itself. No specific
objective for rnoose and elk monitoring has been stated.
Managers have been left in the position of being required to
monitor populations !¡ithout having an avenue for assessing

results and implementing strategies because there has been

no clear direction upon which to base a strategy.

In the absence of a long term strategy, aerial surveys

have been independent from one another and information gaps

have developed. For exanple, complete hunting statistics
would help to determine the impact of hunting on the PANP

e1k herd, especialLy if aerial survey data were available
for consecutive years. À request to DPRR officials to
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implement changes in t.he

given added weight by an

of hunting on the herd.

not ava i lable.

eIk management strategy would be

accurate assessment of the impact

Unfortunately this informat ion is

Gaps between survey years have timited the analysis of
results. For example, it may have been desirable to test
for significant differences in estimated population size
between consecutive surveys. Such a method was attempted

bul was rejected because of the difficulty in interpreting
the meaning of a significan! decline over a five year

interval- (elk between 1977 and 1982) as compared to a

decline which was not significant over a one year intervaf
( betr¡een 1975 and 1976).

Some differences in methods needlessly compJ.icated the

analysis of survey results. For exarnple, original data and

maps h'ere not stored in a central area, requiring that extra
time be spent finding information. Transect locations
varied from year to year, requiring that trãnsect areas be

measured individually and meaning that surveys differed
slightly in nurnber of transects and area surveyed.

The area nhere the bes! opportunity exists for improving

survey accuracy and precision Ìies in the timing of yearly
surveys. Aerial surveys fLown under widely varying weather

conditions needlessl-y muddled the trend analysis. Severe

winter !¡eather appeared to produce particularly 1ow-biased

counts.
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For example, 1974 was relatively severe weather survey

which produced a low count. If ungulate abundance was

actually affected by the severe winter of 1973-1974, then it
would be expected that the 1974-1975 survey wouLd show a

reduced count due to mortality in J.ate winter 1973-1974.

However, the results were a low 1974 count and a high 1975

count. I.Teather conditions at the time of the 1974 survey

influenced ungulate behavior and increased visibility bias,

reducing the accuracy of the survey.

Àn attempt to examine the results of surveys taken under

relativeJ.y similar weather conditions produced only five
surveys from 1968-1985 for analysis. Criteria were: a snow

depth of less than 0.5 m, based on the assumption that snov

depth of t¡,¡o-thirds chest height limited mobility for
ungulates (Trottier and Hutchinson 1982) and tining of

surveys in January or February, based on the assumption that
moose and probably elk would shelter in coniferous areas in

March (TeIfer 1970). Trend Iine analysis (Harris 1986) was

therefore spaced over a 12 year period when in fact it
appears that the criticaL period of decline in the elk herd

was between 1977 anð, 1982. This tended to underestimate the

rate of decline.

Confidence intervals determined for eLk abundance

estinates (tabte 9) were in the range t1 6% to !52%,

generally too wide to form a basis for management decisions,
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Confidence intervals for rnoose abundance leveIs were

narrower than for elk. The present method of surveying

appears to offer precision in the range of ! 8-18%, probably

sufficient for moose management purposes.

Survey precision was improved by calcuJ.ation according to
the method of Kingsley and Snith (1981). Increasèd sampling

size, as in the 1984 survey, also improved precision. À

stratification of 1984 survey resuLts, based on observed

transect densities, did not greatLy improve precision.
Establishment of accurate strata boundaries based upon

habitat features may potentially improve precision in
f uture.

Confidence intervals of f15-20% (c=0.10) were suggested

as a goal for future aerial surveys of etk. À sanple size
of 57 transects covering the southern 2245 km2 of pANp lras

projected to produce an abundance estimate for eIk with the
required precision, based on I985 data. Ànalysis of 1984

results suggested bhat a sample size of 62 transects
covering the southern 2245 km2 of PANP would enable managers

to detect a difference of 165 elk, in a one-tailed t-test a!
the c=0.10 leveI, between successive surveys.

Moose results for 1984 show that a sample size of 78

transects covering the entire park area will enable managers

to detect a difference of 207 moose, in a one-tailed t-test
at the o=0.10 Ieve1, between successive surveys.
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I.lhen elk and moose abundance estimates vrere compared, it
eas apparent that the two estimates r.rere very closely
associated. Therefore, unless environmentaL factors have

affected elk and moose popuJ-ations in an identical fashion,

survey conditions have influenced the count of both elk and

moose. Trend analysis nay therefore have been impaired by

the influence of survey conditions.

5.8 INFORMÀTTON REOUIREMENTS

Critical areas for eIk, in particular calving areas and

crucial winter habitat, should be identified and considered

for protection as zone 1 special preservation areas. Às elk

abundance declines, protection of criLical areas of elk

habitat may prove to be an important cornerstone of

successful elk management in PÀNP.

The question of relative visibility betvreen north and

south veget.ation types in PÀNP should be resol-ved. Managers

may wish to address this question by experimentally

comparing the results of intense quadrat surveys over

northern and sout.hern vegetation types with transect surveys

over the same areas.The development of 'miss factors' for
transect surveys over each vegetation type, and for each

species, would aIlow managers to assess more accurately the

absolutè abundance of eLk and moose in PANP.
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Annual harvest data should be collected and compared r¡ith
annual aerial survey results. This strategy would allow a

more specific determination of the impact of hunling on eLk

and moose.

Weather severity indices are recorded for pANp on a

regular basis. If the weather severity index at the time of
an aerial- survey was recorded !¡ithin the aerial survey

report, managers could assess the impact of weather

conditions upon survey results.

The abundance of woLves in PÀNP has not been recorded

regularly. Documentation of wolf abundance estimates, as

was the case in 1981-1982, would enabLe managers to more

accurately assess the impact of predation upon elk and moose

populat ions.
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Chaptèr VI

RECOMMENDÀTI ONS FOR MONITORING MOOSE ÀND ELK

6.1 MONITORING OBJECTIVES IN NATIONAL PÀRKS

If the absence of human influence is a necessary

component of a naturally-regulated populat.ion, then it is
legitimate to question the need for monitoring. The act of

monitoring an ecosystem could be viewed as an unnecessary

intrusion into a natural system. FurLher, a monitoring
program may detect a change in abundance without providing

information about the cuase of the change.

Leopold (1962) stated "continuous monitoring is the

yardstick of success or f a j.Iure in conservation", yet

Caughley (1977) stated "estimates of abundance have no

intrinsic value and they should never be considered ends in

themselves". It is clear that monitoring is import.ant, but

onLy useful if based upon a logical assessment of management

needs. Stelfox and McGilIis (1977 ) suggestêd that
objectives for monitoring should be defined in relation to
park and wildlife management objectives.

Parks policy states "natural resources within nationaL

parks will be prolected and managed with minimal

interference to natural processes to ensure the perpetuation
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of naturally evolving land and water environments and their
related species" (parks Canada 1980). Therefore a primary

objective for monitoring in National Parks is to ensure that
viabLe populations of native species continue to exist
within a park at natural leveLs of abundance.

Park policy further states that National parks can serve

as "ecological benchmarks for research into natural
processes" (parks Canada 1980). Therefore, an additional
objective for a monitoring program is to acquire knowledge

about. the ecosystem under consideration both generally, to
contribute !o knowledge about natural systems, and

specifically, to be able to react appropriately in case of

an unnatural influence occurring upon the system.

Because wildlife populations in PANP are subject to
hunting pressure, monitoring acquires added importance.

Houston (1971) recognized that public hun!ing along the

boundaries of a park r¡as a source of ecosystem

incompleteness. It is necessary to accept the limitation
¡vhich hunting imposes upon the objective of naturaL

reguJ.ati.on and monit.or and manage the elk and moose of pANp

as harvested populat i ons.

A monitoring program for PÀNP eIk and moose populations

will only have value if it is included within a management

program which identifies sound managenent objectives for elk
and moose. The current status of elk in pANp suggests that
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such a program should be considered during the upcoming

revision of the Park Conservation PIan for pANp.

6.2 AERTAL SURVEY METHODS ÀND ANÀLYSIS

6.2.1 Survev Freouency

The average aerial survey frequency in pANp has been

approxinately one survey every two years, although the

timing of surveys has not been regular. À biannual survey

strategy creates regular gaps in data which make

interpretation of harvest and weather data extremely

difficult because the impact of such factors cannot be

specifically related to annual- abundance. À biannual survey

strategy subjects the monitoring program to the risk that if
one year's survey is aborted due to unfavourable weather

condiLionsr a 9aÞ of 3 or 4 years is created betneen

surveys.

An annual survey strategy wiLl allow annual harvest and

weather severíty information to be related directly to
annual abundance. The trend line analysis suggested by

Harris (1986) employs a factor for the number of surveys

performed per year in its derivation of the standard error
of the rate of increase. Therefore, as the population is
surveyed more frequently, the estimate of rate of increase

becomes more precise. Surveying at a more frequent rate
than annually could improve lhe precision of trend Iine
analysis, but seasonal variations in viewing conditions
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Ì.tould reduce accuracy. The recommended survey frequency is
one survey per year, recognizing that operational

requirements and weather conditions wiIl cause the actual

survey freguency to be Less than one survey per year.

6.2,2 Survev tvpe

A systernatic transect survey is recommended for PÀNP.

This survey strategy will maintain continuity with previous

surveys and also provide the best possible information about

ungulate distribution. A guadrat survey could potentially
reduce visibility bias. Siniff and Skoog (1964) and Evans

et al-. (1966) detailed the use of quadrat surveys for
moose. However, Caughley (1977) explained that transit time

is greater than a transect survey and Caughley (1977a)

cautioned that visibility bias is not always reduced in
quadrat surveys. À quadrat survey would involve much nore

flying time than a systematic transect survey plus the added

effort of defining quadrat boundaries and strata boundaries.

The systematic transect design employed in PÀNP since 1954

has provided reasonable precision for moose abundance

estimates. Systematic transect sampling at a sampling

intensity of approximately 50% over the southern 2245 km2

(62 transects) can produce similar precision for elk
abundance est imates.



6.2.3 Precision

Ànalysis of PÀNP aerial survey results showed that 90%

confidence intervals for abundance estimtes of t15-20% were

practical and adequate for eIk and moose managernent

purposes. It is recommended that a sanpling intensity be

enployed which provides such precision.

6.2.4 Ànalvs i s

The method of analysis developed by Kingsley and Smith
(1981) has been shown to produce a smaller standard error
than the method outlined by Norton-criffiths (1978). This

method should be empJ.oyed in future analysis as it provides

more precise confidence intervals and all_ows analysis which

is more sensitive to changes in abundance than the method

outlined by Norton-criffiths ( 1978 ).

Às the distribution and abundance of e1k changes, the

appropriate sample size to produce confidence intervals of
!15-20% at the c=0.10 level of significance may change. À

yearly assessnent of the sample size required to produce the

desired level of precision should be undertaken prior to the

commencement of the aerial survey. The analysis outlined in
section 4.4.4.1 is appropriate to such a determination.

À one-taiLed t-test as outlined by Norton-criffiths
(1978) is an appropriate $¡ay to test for a significant
difference between annual estimates of abundance. The trend
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line anaJ.ysis (Harris 1986) outlined in section 4.4.1.
provides an effective way to ássess medium to long term

trends in abundanc e .

6.2.5 Location of Tran sec t' s

Transects should be in the same location every year to
reduce variability among years and Leave open as many

options for analysis as possible. Where transècts are

identical, paired comparisons may be drawn among transects
for consecutive surveys.

The first transect should originate on the eastern

boundary, 1,8 km (1.125 mi) north of the extreme

southeastern corner of the park. This transect ¡,¡oul-d extend

west along the southern boundary (excluding the srnaII south

eastern corner) and have an area of 14.23 kmz. This

approach wold eliminate particuLarly sma11 transècts in the

southeastern corner and eliminate the possibility of a

'half-width' transect along the park's southern boundary.

Particularly sma11 transects are inefficient because there

is a reLatively smalL chance of an ungulate being sighted
within the transect, and because smaIl transects increase

the variability among !ransect areas. Increased variability
in transect arèas can increase the standard error of an

abundance estinate. Additional transects should proceed at
regular intervals from the initiaL transect, the Length of

the interval being determined by the recommended sampling

intensity.
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6.2.6 Survey Timinq

Criteria were developed within this report for comparing

among years of similar survey conditions. Those criteria
were that the survey should be fLown under no Less than

complete snow cover and no more than 0,5 metres sno!¡ depth,

during the months of January and February. These criteria
allow for a wide range of conditions but it is recommended

that they be adopted as criteria for aerial surveys in

PÀNP. À survèy should be cancelled if it could not be

conpleted v¡ithin the recommended time period. Therefore,

surveys should have commenced by the second week in February

to ensure compJ.etion during the allotted time period.

Surveys should not be flown if sno!¡ cover is patchy or if
the snow depth measured at snow depth stations in pÀNp

exceeds 0.5 metres. weather severity indices, temperature

and windspeed shoul-d be recorded for each surveying day.

Managers may wish to refine these criteria based upon

continued monitoring of weather conditions during aerial
surveys.

6.2.7 Survev Speed, Heiqht, and Transect Width

Survey speed, height and transect width should remain

unchanged (approxinately 130 kph, 122 metres altitude and

0.4 km wide) so that survey methods remain consistent and

resuLts are comparable !¡ith past years' results,
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6.2.8 ObSe¡_yC¡ Efficiency

It has been shor¡n (LeResche and Rausch 1974) that the

use of inexperienced observers can reduce survey efficiency.
Therefore it is recommended that ínexperienced observers

receive some training before the actual survey begins. An

experienced observer should make a flight over the park to
assess survey conditions prior to the commencement of the

aerial survey. This observer could be accornpanied by an

inexperienced observer and the two could make one or two

test transects counting on the same side of the aircraft,
and compare counts. One new observer per year coutd be

trained in this fashion.

Norton-criffiths (1976) recommended that survey flights
shoul-d be no longer than three hours duration in order to
rninimize visibility bias due to fatigue. Therefore, i.t is
recommended that the length of survey flights be recorded

and individual flights be no longer than three hours

duration. Morning and afternoon f J-ights should be separated

by a reasonable rest period.

Observers should record problems such as fatigue,
airsickness and poor visibitity so that survey results may

be properly interpreted. Observations should be recorded

separately for each observer. In this way, potential
observer bias may be assessed by comparing counts between

observers.



6.2.9 Data Manaoement

Survey maps and field data should be identified and

stored in one accessible location so that future
investigators may readily access data. Survey observers

should be responsible for compiling a data report after each

survey, so lhat the circumstances and conditions of the

survey are recorded by the people with the best knowJ-edge.

StatisticaL analysis and storage of survey data may best be

handled by a conputer. Development of software for
performing such analysis may be a suit.able project for an

independent conLractor.

6.3 OPTIONS FOR À MONITORTNG PROGRAM

Options for monitoring moose and elk in PÀNP were

developed based upon a range of sampJ.ing intensities and

survey frequencies, The options were developed based on the

assumption that a survey of the southern 2245 km2 of PÀNP

will survey both elk and moose, while a survey of the

northern 1630 km2 of PÀNP wi11, for practical purposes, be a

moose survey.

Regardless of the chosen option, it is reco¡nmended that a

survey of elk and moose be conducted in January or February

1989, which samples PÀNP at a 50% (1 02 transect) sarnpling

frequency. The reason for this recommendation is that 4

years will have passed since the last aerial survey of the
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southern area of PANP and 5 years will have passed since the

last survey of the northern area of the park. Distribution
of elk and moose rnay have changed over t.hat period, and so

an intense survey of the park will be required to update

distribution information. Managers wiIl be abLe to make an

informed selection of an appropriàt.e monitoring strategy
when they are able to refer to current aerial survey data to
assess monitoring needs .
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6.3. 1 Opt ion !.
6.3.1.1 Strategy

Conduct an annual, systematic aerial transect survey of

PANP based upon a sampling frequency of. 50% of the park area

(102 transects). Àssess the survey strategy at the end of
f ive years.

6.3.1 .2 Methods

Beginning with transect 1 (section 6.2.5) construct east-
Hest transects at 0.8 km intervals along the north-south

axis of the park. FIy transects in order from south to
north.

6.3.1.3 Ànalysis

EIk abundance can be determined for the southern 2245 km2

or the total park area. Moose abundance can be determined

for the total park area.

6.3.1.4 Expected precision

Confidence intervals for elk for the southern 2245 kn2 al
the a=0.1 level should be in the range t15 - !20% (Section

4.6.1). Confidence Iimits for moose abundance estimates at
the c=0.1 IeveI can be expected to be smaller than 10%.

Tèsts for significance between annual surveys should detect

a difference of 165 elk and 180 moose at the c=0,10 level,
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6.3. 1 .5 Rat i onale

This type and frequency of survey wilI provide consistent
and precise information about elk and moose trends in
abundance. Elk and moose are given equal priority. Survey

results can be related to mortality factors.

High quality distribution inf or¡nation wiII be provided

which can be rnapped and summarized as an assèssment of
winter habitat requirernents. Regular yearly surveys wiIl
ensure that moose and e1k monitoring remains a relatively
high priority compared with other vinter activities.

6.3. 1 .6 Cos t

This option requires approximately 51 hours flying tine
per year, an estimated capital expenditure of g8,500.00 per

year. Approximatel-y 0.2 person years annually will be

required to f J-y the survey,

6.3. 1 .7 Àdvantages

This opLion provides the highest quality of abundance

information available about moose and elk.

6.3.1.8 Ðisadvantages

This option is the highest cost option and it rnay require
three weeks or more to compl-ete the survey.
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6.3.2 Option l
6.3.2.1 S t ra tegy

Conduct an annual systematic aerial transect survey of

PÀNP. Survey the southern 2245 km2 of pANp at a sampling

intensity of. 50% (62 transects). Survey the northern 1630

km2 at a sampling intensity of. 25% (20 transects). Àssess

the monitoring strategy after 5 years.

6.3.2.2 Methods

Beginning with transect 1, construct east-eres! transects
at 0.8 km interval-s along the north-south axis of the park,

up to transect number 62 (inclusive). Beginning with

transect 62, construct transects at 1.6 km intervals up to
transect 102 (inclusive). Fly transects in sequence from

south to north.

6.3.2.3 Analys i s

Elk abundance can be determined from analysis of the

southern 2245 km2. Elk distribution information can be

collected from the 20 northern transects. Moose abundance

can be determined from alL transects, either by using

northern and southern areas as separate strata or by simply

deriving a total park estimate.
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6.3.2.4 Expected Precision

Confidence limits for elk abundance estimates at the

a=0.10 level r¡iLl be in the range t15-20%. Confidence

limits for moose abundance estimates at a=0.10 will be

smaller than t10%. Tests for differences at the c=0.10

level between annual surveys will detect differences of
approxinateJ.y 165 e1k and 207 moose.

6.3.2.5 Rationale

This option provides distribution and abundance

information for both species at desirable levels of
precision. Moose and elk are given egual priority in this
approach. Regular annual surveys wiJ.l give elk and moose

monitoring high visibility when winter activities are

pLanned.

6.3.2.6 Cos t

This option requires approximately 41 hours of flying
annuaLly at an approximate cost of $6,800.00. Approximately

0.15-0.20 person years are required to complete the éurvey.

6.3.2.7 Àdvantages

This option provides annual information of a quality
similar to option 1 at loÌ,¡er costs and reduced manpo!¡er and

time requirements.
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6.3.2.8 Di sadvantages

This survey may require 2-3 weeks to complete.

6. 3.3 Option 3

6.3.3. 1 St rategy

Conduct an annual systematic aerial transect survey of

the southern 2245 km2 of PÀNP at a sampling intensity of. 50%

(62 transects). Conduct regular but not annual surveys of
the northern 1630 km2 area as a check on rnoose distribution
and abundance. Assess survey strategy after five years.

6. 3.3.2 Methods

Construct east-west transects for the southern 2245 km2

as in Option 2. From the results of the 1988-1989 aerial
survey, assess the need to survey moose in the northern 1630

krn2 on a biannuaL or triannual basis, and schedule surveys

of the northern area at the selected frequency. Selection
of survey frequency can be based on the need to monitor

mortality factors in reLation to moose abundance. If
1988-1989 data indicate that a mortality factor has affected
the herd and should be monitored closely, then an annual

survey frequency (Option 1) is recommended. However, if
moose abundance appears relatively stable in relation to
1984 data, then biannual or triannual checks on distribution
and abundance in the northern section may be satisfactory,
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A sampling intensity of. 25% (20 transects) is reconmended

for the northern section.

6.3.3.3 Ànalysis

Ànalysis of elk results may be determined as in Options 1

and 2. Moose abundance information for the southern 2245

km2 can be assessed for trends as in Options '1 and 2. Moose

abundance information for the northern 1630 km2 can be

cornbined v¡ith data from the southern 2245 km2 and can also
be treated separately and compared t¡ith data from Lhe

northern 1630 km2 from other years.

6.3.3.4 Expected Pr ec ision

The precision of the eLk estimat.es and tests will be the

same as options Iand 2. The precision of moose data for
the southern 2245 km2 wiII also be the same as for options 1

and 2.

Confidence intervals at c=0.10 for the cornbined estimate

of moose abundance will be expected to fall r¡ithin the range

of. !15-20%. Data from the northern 1630 km2 taken aì-one,

wilI provide confidence intervals of Less than i25% at the

a=0.10 level. Tests for differences between yearly

abundance in the northern 1630 km2 (20 transects) wilt
detect a difference of 130 moose at the a=0.10 level of
signi f icance.
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6.3.3.5 Rat ionale

8y selecting this option the manager recognizes that
monitoring of the PÀNP elk population is a higher priority
than monitoring of moose. This allows the manager to expend

the majority of resources on the high priority species and

then add a reasonable check on moose abundance and trends

for relatively 1itt1e extra cost

6.3.3.6 Cost

This option requires an annual base 1evel of 31 hours of
flying a! a cost of $5,200.00. Àn additionaL cost of 1O

hours of flying at 91700.00 ¡¡iI1 be required biannualty or

triannualJ.y. Approximatety 0,12-0.15 person years vill be

required to fly the survey depending on the freguency of
northern fIights.

6.3.3 .7 Advantages

This survey concentrates effort on eLk and provides the

same leve1 of precision for the southern 2245 kmz as options
1 and 2. Trends in moose abundance can be closeJ.y monitored

in the southern section of the park and periodically checked

and confirned in the northern section, at an acceptable
Ievel of precision.
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6. 3. 3.8 Di sadvantages

Gaps in data collection for the northern section of pANp

are the greatest disadvantage of this option. Surveys of

the northern section may become irregular due to weather

conditions or as a result of the lack of regular funding and

commit.tment. Trend line analysis (Harris 1986) for the

northern section will be poor relative to other options, but

trends may stiIl be closely monitored in the south.

6. 3.4 Option !
6.3 .4 .1 St rategy

Conduct an annual systematic aerial transect survey of

the southern 2245 km2 of PANP at a sampi.ing intensily
greater than 50%, in order t.o provide an abundance estimate

of maximum precision. Conduct surveys of the northern 1630

km2 as in Option 3. Assess survey strategy after 5 years.

6.3.4.2 Methods, Analysis and Precision

Begin at transect 1 as in Option l. Construct 75

transects in the southern 2245 kn2 by spacing transect
centres 0.65 km apart.

From section 4.4.4.1, it is estimated that a sarnple size

of 75 wiIl produce a 90% confidence interval for el,k in the

southern area of t15%. E1k trend data and moose trend data

may be analyzed as in Option 3.
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6.3.4.3 Rationale

This option would be an attempt to create maximum

precision for the high priority species.

6. 3.4.4 Cost

This oplion reguires an annual base level of 37.5 hours

flying time for the south and additonal costs of I0 hours

flight time at selected intervaLs. Cost for f J.ying the

southern portion would be approximatefy g6200.00 annualIy,
l¡ith an additional expense of 91700.00 biannually or

triannualJ.y. Approximately 0.12-0,15 person years would be

required to f1y the survey.

6.3.4.5 Àdvantages

This option has potential to improve the precision of elk
abundance estimates by 5% to t15% aL the a=0.10 level.

6.3 .4 .6 Di sadvântages

A major disadvantage of this survey is that transect
boundaries will be only 0.25 km apart. Elk and moose which

flee from the survey aircraft may flèe onto the adjacent

transect and be countèd twice by observers. Aircraft drift
may cause transects to overlap one another, resulting in
more double counting, This option may result in decreased

survey accuracy,
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6.3.5 Option 5
6.3.5. 1 Strategy

Design a stratified annual aerial survey of elk based on

an accurate map of elk winter habitat in pÀNp. Include a

regular program assessment and review of strata boundaries.

6.3.5.2 Methods

Produce an accurate map of eLk winter habitat in pÀNp.

On the map, designate areas of high and 1or,¡ expected elk
density, based on habitat preference and known e1k

distribution, Construct transects or quadrats within high

density and lor,¡ density areas based on optimal sampling
(Cochran 1963). Fly the survey annuaIly, and review strata
boundaries annua11y.
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6.3 .5.3 Ànalysis

Ànalysis of a stratified survey was outlined in section
4.6,2.

6.3.5.4 Precision

Precision and accuracy of an optimally allocated
stratified survey may be greater than the precision for a

systematic transect survey. However, the analysis of 19g4

survey results based on a broad stratification of transects
did not greatly improve survey precision.

6,3.5. 5 Rationale

The inbent behind option 5 would be to improve the
precision and accuracy of elk abundance estimates and refine
knowledge of e1k winter habitat preference. Moose abundance

would take a very ì.ow priority under this option.

6. 3.5.6 Cosr

FIight time and person years would approximate that
required under option 1, Àn additional cost would be the

development of a suitable mapping system, estimated to cost

$10,000 to 920,000.
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6.3 .5.7 Àdvantages

Under this option, all effort would be concentrated upon

the high priority species. Àccuracy and precision could

potentially be irnproved over systematic transect surveys.

6. 3 . 5.8 Di sadvantages

Moose abundance and distribution acguires a very low

priority under this option. Àdditional f J.ights may be

required to assess elk distribution properly. Production of

an accuratè habitat rnap is a relatively long term goal so a

different survey type may be reguired in the inlerim. Trend

analysis wilL be distorted by the use of a different type of

survey.

6.4 OPTION SELECTI ON

It is recommended ihat option selection should be deJ-ayed

until the completion of the 50% systematic transect survey

recommended for 1988-1989. Monitoring options should be

based on management objectives as well as on the

availability of nanpower and funding. Therefore, management

options for elk and moose should be in place before any of

the oplions identified in section 6.3 are selected. The

1988-1989 survey and sections of this report should assist
managers in defining a direction for management of elk and

moose for the future.



Options 2 and 3 will provide precise, accurate

information about e1k and moose in pANp which is consistent
with previous surveys and therefore permits analysis of 1ong

term trends. Options 2 and 3 are moderate cosL options
which provide for annual assessment of the impacls of
mortal i ty factors upon abundance.

Each option includes a review strategy. It must be

recognized that a regular review of the monitoring program

wiIl al1ow managers to adapt the monitoring strategy to suit
nanagement needs. Changes to park management; for instance

a change to active fire management from the current strategy
of fire exclusion, may require that e1k and moose monitoring
proceed under a different strategy from the options

ident i f ied in this report.
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Àppendix A

DÀTÀ FROM ÀERTAL SURVEYS, 1968-1985 pRrNcE
ALBERT NATIONÀL PÀRK.
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Raw Data f¡om 1968 Aerial Survey

Tnansect

2-3
3-4
Â _t

b- /
7-8
8-9
9- 10
10-11
11-12
t¿'lé
13-14
14-15
tc- to
16-17
17-18
18-19
19-20
20-21
21-22
22-23
23-24
24-25
25-26
26-27

Area
(ffitJ'

14 .23
14.46
15,01
15,71
1? .43
17.83
18.26
18.78
19.06
19.09
19.24
19.54
19.8?
20 .22
20 .34
20 .27
19.97
19.66
19.66
19.66
19.66
19,66
19.64
19.61
19.61

Ell{

?
21
19
2
34
2
12
20

13
20
a

6
5
1

30
21

Þ

llloose

t̂ó
9
15
12
21
II
't0
14
16
21
4
13
7
9
IJ
14
7

6
o

10
t3

a
1

Transect Ar ea(kñrï

27 -28 19.61
28-29 19.61
29=30 19.59
30-31 19.56
31-32 19.56
32-33 19.56
33-34 19.56
34-35 19.59
35-36 19.61
36-37 19.61
37-38 19.61
38-39 19.61
39-40 19.6140-41 19.61
41-42 19 , 6142-43 19.6143-44 19.5944-45 19.5645-46 19.5646-47 19 .5647-48 19.56
48-49 19.56
49-50 19.56
50-51 19.56
51 -52 19 . 56

E lk Moose

- 10_ö
-9
13-5-2-2
-1

:?
-5

: l0
-4
-7
-5
-5

6
4

ELK CoUNTED = 250 M00SE CoUNTED = 387 AREA SURVEYED = 975.67 Km'?



Raw Data fnom 1973 Aerial Survey

ELK CoUNTEÐ :267 MoOsE couNTED = 447 AREA-I;iEE;:i'ãI'il;;

Transect Area
{kmz )

EIK

20
26
t6
5
11
10
4
36
4

9
18
17
IJ

8
20

1

3

:

:
5

lvoose T¡ansect .Anea Elk
(Km,)

lVoose

1

2
3
4
5
b
7
I
o

10
11
12

14
15
tÞ
17
18
19
20
21
22

24
25

14 .23
14 .23
14.63
15.49
17.25
I / . þà
18.05
'18.ô1
f 9.11
19.06
19.11
19.41
19.7'l
20.17
20 .37
20.17
20 .22
19.66
19.66
19.66
rY.þb
19.66
19.61
19.61
19.61

E

12
18
7
tota
10
I
1

4
1

15
I
7
7
q

4
3
20
o

26
27
28
29
30
31
J¿

34
35
5Þ
37
âo

39
40
41

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
EI

19.6r
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.5ô
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.57
19.61
19.61
r9.61
19,6f
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61
rv.3b
f9.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19,56
I O EA

f9.56ro Ér

6I
t0
13
7

9

4
1

1

4
5
10
1

I
1

2
10
IJ

18
tÞ

6
10

5
I

7
2
11
12



Raw Oata f¡om 1974 Aenial Survey

Transect Area Elk
(Rñ77

Moose ïnansect Area E ik Moose
(RñãT

1

2

4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11
12

14

to
17
18
19

21
22
23
24
25
26

14 .23
14 .23
t4. oJ
15.49
17 .25
r7.65
18.05
18.61
19.11
19.06
19.11
19.41
19.7'l
20.17
20 .37

20 .22
19.66
19.66
19.66
19.66
19.ô6
19.61
19.61
19,61
19.61

1

9

12
o

7
10
4
7
7
4

7
I
2

I
I
2
2

I
21
1t
I
5I
10
1

9
ô
15
7
4
b
I
4
J
4
I
4

27
28
oo
30
31

33
34
ât
36

39
40
41
42
43
44

46
47
48
49
50
51

Y.Ol
9.61
v.ot
9.5ô
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.56
O EA

9.56
9.56
9,56
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.51

17-6

6
6
2

1

ELK CoUNTED = 113 lvoosE CoUNTED = 243 AREA SURVEYED = 973.71 Km,



Raw Data from f975 Aerial Sunvey

Transect Area Ell(
{Rñ'.T

Moose Tnansect A¡ea E lk lvloose
(XmzT

1

2

4
5
6
7
II
10
11

13
14
15
tÞ
17
18
19

22
23'24
25
¿o

7.12 22
3'l
22

2
lÞ
22
38
26
10
36
23
4
1

2I
¡o
4
6
3
5
I

7
22
21
30
22
19
10
21
16
6
f0
29I
16
18
12
I
t5
I
14
21
7
5
7

17

27

to
30
31

34

38
eo
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

52

9.61
9.61
9.ô1
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61o 

^r

-5
- tJ- 11- 10-6-2
:9
:i
-6
:1
-:

-1
17 3-â
-tt

:9
-5-9

4.69
5.34
7 .20

8.00o Êr

9.06
9.06
9.11
9.36
9.71

20 .02
20 .42

19.66
19.66
19.66
19.66
19.66
19.66
19.66
tY.Þt
to ar
19.61

19,61
19.56

11

19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
9.76

ELK COUNTED = 335 M00SE COUNTED:515 AREA SURVEYED:973.71 t<mz



Raw Data fnom 1976 Aerial Sunvey*

T¡ansect Anea E lk llloo9e Transect Area E lt{ Moose(r(m-ãT (i(mzT

1

2
3
4
5
6,l

I
9
10
11
12
IJ
14
15
tÞ
17
18
19
20
21

27

29
30
31
.7¿
JJ
34
35
36
JI
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

7.12
14 .23
14.69
15.34
17.20
17.65
18. 00
lo Er
19.06
19.06
19.11
19.3ô
19,71
20 .02
20.42
20 .27
19.66
19.66
19.66
19.66
19.66

tv.oÞ
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61

16

10
11
11
18
6
4
I
12
14
18
f9
19

16
14
4
14
7

6
tc

6
7

29
4
5
11
16
31
2
a1

J

:
I
19
4
20
28

I
?

5
12
5

19.61
19.61
19.ô1
19,56 1

19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61to 

^r19.61
19.56
19.56
19.56

48
49
50
51
52

22

24
25
26

47 19,56 19.19.56 - t9
19.5ô - 18
19.56 - 7
19.56 - 10
9.76

ELK COUNTED = 335 M00SE COUNTED = 515 AREA SURVEYED = 973.71 tfi2
x observations per transect have been inferred fcom graphical

pnesentat ion in oríginal report.



Raw Data f¡om 1977 Aerial Sunvey

Tnansect A nea
(Rñ'T

lVoose Transect

1 14 .232 14.23
3 14.63
4 15.49
5 17.25
6 17.65
7 18.05
I f8.61
I 19.11
r 0 19. 0611 19.1112 19.4113 19.71
14 20 .1715 20.3716 20.1717 20 .2218 19.66
19 19.6620 19.6621 19.66
¿¿ tv. ÞÞ
23 19.6124 19.6125 19.61
26 19.61

Etk

Jö
1

3
7

14
22

12
IJI
28
21
7

APea
{Rmz-I

19.61
19.61
19.61
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.61
19.61
19.61
19,61
19.6f
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.56
19,56
19.56
19.56
19.56
f9.56
19.56
19.56
iO F1

Etk llloose

11 2720 2821 2912 3014 3124 3214 3314 3419 3513 36
ro 3t12 3817 3910 4016 4117 4222 43
1 1 44I 45
J 4b
647
848
249
Þ 50
5 51
4

i

7
I
tÞ
4
9
R

5
3
5
2
2
1
ã

2
6
7
3
5
4
4
10
12
Þ
2
IJ

1

3
5

15
5
4
I
4

:
ELK COUNTED: 303 M00SE O0UNTED = 470 AREA SURVEYED = 923.71 kmz



Raw Data from 1982 Aerial SuFVey

T r ansec tTransect

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
II
10
'I 

1
.t2

t5
14
15
to
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
¿o

Anea
(kmT

0.65
14 .23
14 .23
t¡+.bJ
15.49
17.25
17.65
18.05
18.61
19.11
r9,06
19. 11
19.41
19.71
20.17
20 .3'l

20 .22
19,66
19.66
19,66
'19 . 66
tv.þÞ
19.61
19.61
tv.ct

l!ìoose

11
7
10
4
11
4
4
o

4
10
18
tÃ
6
1

5
5

EL(

4
lo
I
2
2
12

27

29
30
31
32

34

36
ót
38
39
40
41

43
44
45
46

Anea E I l(
( Rmtl

19.61
tv.Þt
19.61
19.61
f 9.56
19.56
19.56
19.5ô
19.56
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61
tY.ôt
19.61
19,56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56

19.51

ll,loose

-2
-2
-8
-2
-9
14

:?
:?
-6

3
1

:
;
447

48
49
50
51
52
53

ELK COUNTED = 101 lV005E COUNTED = 234 AREA SURVEYED = 973.71 km,



Raw Data fnom 1984 Aenial Survey

T r ansec t Anea
( R-m--I

0.33
1.31
7.12
14 .23
14 .23
14.33
14.69
14.74
15.34
15.59
17 .20
17.35
17.65
17.80
18.00
18. 26
18.51
18.76
19.06
19.11
19.06
19.01
19. 11
19. 11
19.36
19.56
19.71
19.76

Moose

:
15
18
11
o

4
11
3
11
Ã

7
12
¿é
14
24
6
14
17

I

I n ansec t

29
30
31
5¿

34
35
36

38
ao
40
41
42
43
44
ÂÊ

4Þ
47
48
49

JI
52
53
54

56

Area
(RñZT

20 .02
20 .32
20.42
20 .37
20 .27
20 .27
29 .27
197 |
19.66
r9.66
19.66
19.66
19,66
19,66
19.66
19.66
19,66
19.66
19.66
19.61
19.61
19.61
f9.61
19.6f
19.61
19.61
r9.61
19.61

Etk

I
14
4
12
14

?
Ã

21

17
1

13

1

2

1',?

1

Etk Moose

6
7
I
I
10
l1

14
15
to
17
18
19
20
21
22
ae
24
tq
¿ô
27
28

13
5
5I
6
4

5810 545-9
19
-7-5
I 13:l
-7
-6
44
-J-1-2
4311 4'r0 5-1

-8
14

(continued over )



Raw Data from 1984 Aenial Survey (continued)

'[ransect

57
58
59
60
ot
62
63
b4
65
66
õI
68
69
70

73
74
75
76
77
?8
79
80
81

Anea
(tm-'4'

19.61
19.61
19.61
19.56
I ô EA

19.56
19.56
19.56
19,56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.56
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61
19.61
19,61
19.61
19.61
19.61

19.61

9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.56
9.56
o R^

9.56
9.56
9.56
9.5ô
9.56
o qi
. /o

Elk T r ansec t

82
83
84
85
86
8?
88
89
90
91
92
oâ
94
OF

96
o7
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

Moose

------
5
1

11
10
IJ

Anea E ll(
(R',ñ4

Moose

1

3
o
1

1

?

-5

:9
-1
-1
-1
-ó
:_
-9
-5
-4
- 10-8
-9

ELK COUNTED = 250 M00SE COUNTED = 559 AREA SURVEYED = 973,71 Km2



AFea Elk illoose
(RñZT

26 13 19.76 - I30 14 20.32 3 59 15 20.37 - 510 16 20,27 10 58 17 19.71 - 216 18 19.66 - 21? 19 19.66 1 213 20 19.66 2 1I 21 19,66 - 512 22 19.66 2 215 23 19,61 0 112 24 19.61 1 1

Raw Data f¡om 1985 Aerlal Survey

Area EJk Moose Transect
, iñl-i

ELK CoUNTED = 53 lllooSE CoUNTED = 215 AREA SURVEYED : 445.8 km2

14 .23
14.33
14.74
15.59
17.35
17.80
18.26
18.76
19.11
i9.01
19.11
19.56

Transect

1

2
3
4
5
Þ
7
I
9
't0
11
12


